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The decline of hinterland football

dialect – estuarine English. There, that’s all the
stereotyping out of the way.

I’m used to Essex, the county of my birth, being
denigrated as a tasteless place full of aggressive
people, indeed I have witnessed those qualities
myself, but I cannot help feeling a little saddened
by the decline of Thurrock football.

As for football, Thurrock has non-league clubs in
abundance: Aveley, East Thurrock United (a
Johnny- come-lately club), Grays, Purfleet
(another arriviste) and Tilbury. Outside of
Thurrock, you have Canvey Island (the old land of
the Kings), Billericay Town and Hornchurch
(another past tale of excess). It wasn’t quite the
North East hotbed, but Essex, in the late 1980s
and 1990s, represented the new breed of football
man – brash, loaded and not afraid of testing the
accepted ideals of the Corinthian. The
establishment non-league clubs didn’t take too
kindly to Essex man making good on the football
field.

Thurrock was an area that rose under Margaret
Thatcher as a bastion of working class aspiration.
The people were mostly at the lower end of those
lists created by socio-economists, but they refused
to be subdued by it. It was the land of the
sovereign ring, the digital watch, the fast car, the
fake tan and the lager top. When I started working
in the City of London, people from Thurrock –
myself included – were derided as “Essex cheap
labour.”
Social commentators, along the lines of the
pseudish Jonathan Meades, would tell you that
when Thurrock man made money, he flaunted it –
characterised by the strategic planting of stone
lions on his driveway, feverish acquisition of
personal number plates and an over-reliance of
branded personal effects such as Burberry
raincoats and LV luggage. Essex man had cash
wadded-up in his back pocket and he had his own

It should come as no surprise that Thurrock is
tailor-made for football. It’s on the fringes of
Greater London – despite some people tagging
Thurrock as the “east end”, Greater London ends
at Havering. That’s not to say that Thurrock isn’t
full of folk that have come out of “the old East
End” or at least had grandparents from places like
Bromley-by-Bow, Poplar, the old docklands and
Stepney. South Ockendon, for example, had a
3

huge estate built in 1969 that housed the London
refugees, and it was popularly called “the GLC
estate”.

The problem was that you really couldn’t walk to
Purfleet’s ground, unless you wanted to risk your
neck under the wheels of a suped-up Escort.

There’s a large contingent of West Ham,
Tottenham and Arsenal fans along the Thames. It
was always a stronghold of Hammers’ support –
Geoff Pike, who played almost 400 games for
West Ham, was a pupil at our school. The
Upminster to Barking train was always full of
people going to home games at Upton Park.
Doubtless it still is today.

Ten years after formation, Purfleet were an
established Isthmian Premier club, and by 200506, they were in the Conference South. They also
featured on TV in the FA Cup and generally, were
seen as a club punching above their weight. .It
could never be sustained, given the small crowds
and, dare I say, over-reliance on too few people to
keep the club going.

The public allegiance to London clubs (and, by
the way, Southend United is in the opposite
direction) has always weighed heavy on nonleaguers in Thurrock. But in the 1980s, when
Britain started to open-up its economy and council
house ownership changed the property landscape
forever, a cocky swagger and self-confidence
seemed to sweep across the Thames hinterland.
As Thurrock started to benefit from the huge
shopping village known as Lakeside, the area
acquired a very different persona from the
traditional dourness of Thameside Essex. Working
class businessmen with a “few bob in their
pocket” started to get interested in football.

Purfleet became Thurrock as non-league
restructured itself. This was a strange move and
was bound to upset the club’s neighbours. In
hindsight, it would be interesting to hear if anyone
now regrets that decision. The renaming would
have been more appropriate if Thurrock had
created critical mass through a merger. For
example, with Aveley Football Club just one and
a half miles away, was there not a chance of a
merger of the two clubs to create a Thurrock
“super club”?
Aveley are right at the end of their village, almost
in the Kennington estate of roads named after
rivers – Usk, Severn, Tamar and Teviot – and a
hefty swing of the golf club away from Belhus

The A13, Thurrock’s is the borough’s Route 66
In Aveley village, you turn into Ship Lane and
drive for a few minutes to a site that used to be
known as Bushy Bit, and latterly Thurrock
Technical College. There’s now a hotel with a
football ground attached to it. The club was
originally known as Purfleet, although that
village-cum-town, once renowned for being a
beauty spot on the Thames, is some distance
away.

Park. Around 18 months ago, Aveley got the goahead for a new ground at the park, with the aim
of starting 2015-16 away from Mill Road. It all
seems to have gone quiet on the subject, but there
has been some resistance to development in
Thurrock. Earlier this year, another plan to build
more than 500 homes in Aveley was rejected with
the message that people in Thurrock are “sick and
tired of over-development adding increasing strain
to our infrastructure.”

Purfleet’s driving force was – and still is –
Tommy South, a well known local figure. Tommy
and Harry South acquired the derelict college and
created the Thurrock Hotel, which is just a goalkick away from the traffic hurtling down the A13,
Thurrock’s signature road. It is the borough’s
route 66.

Strangely, that development in Aveley was going
to benefit Grays Athletic and not their current
landlords Aveley. This would have provided the
funding of a new ground at Treetops School for a
club that is a classic boom and bust story. When I
was young, nobody really watched the Blues and
their Recreation Ground home was what was best
described as “characterful”. But I recall the huge
floodlights that towered over the tight terraced
houses and chimney pots.

The club was formed in 1985 and played in the
Essex Senior League. With the indefatigable
South – 24 hours spent at the ground – at the
helm, Purfleet performed miracles to work their
way through the lower levels of the non-league
pyramid, often playing before miniscule crowds.
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rescue. Unfortunately, the size of the ground
meant that Grays had to drop down to Isthmian
League Division One North. It was a humbling
experience – crowds quickly went below preWoodward era levels to around 200.
Since then, Grays have played at Rush Green,
near Romford, and now Aveley. On paper, they
are still Thurrock’s top club, but without a home
of their own, Grays cannot build solid roots. That
may change soon, for a few months ago, Grays
announced that they had the money to build a new
ground. This came after something of a public
appeal for funds to ensure the club could move
back to its home town. Interestingly, the Aveley
development that was kicked-out by Thurrock
Council was proposed by Mickey Woodward’s
company.

The club came alive in the 1980s when the Saxton
twins, Jeff and Fred, led a team from the Athenian
League right up to the Isthmian Premier. Grays
were long-ball exponents and heavily criticised
for it, but the Saxton’s made optimal use of the
resources at their disposal and in Micky Welch,
they had an outstanding striker. Grays acquired a
second wind and won promotion to the national
Conference in 2005.

New grounds all round?
As well as Aveley and Grays, East Thurrock
United have been talking of acquiring a new
ground. They only moved to Corringham in the
late 1980s – I recall their first games at Rookery
Hill. They’ve come a long way, but they look
poised to move to Billet Lane in Stanford,
presumably to be closer to a rail link.

The club was then under the leadership of Mickey
Woodward, former chairman of Barkingside and
the archetype “self made man”. To quote Grays
fans, he was an “east end geezer made good”.

Words like “Football League” crept into the dialogue
at Grays Athletic – but it all turned sour
Woodward’s reign was full of drama and high
ambition. Grays won the FA Trophy in 2005 and
2006 and finished third in the Conference. Grays’
Recreation Ground was refurbished to
accommodate a higher level of football. Crowds
went up to 1,500 and words like “Football
League” entered the local dialogue.
But the zeal turned sour. Woodward, who had a
“love-hate” relationship with the club’s fans, and
had threatened to walk away on more than one
occasion, left Grays in 2009. He had earlier taken
over as manager. In 2010, Grays finished bottom
of the Conference and lost their ground. The Rec
was owned by Ron Billings, a farmer-comeproperty developer, and when he died, the family
wanted to sell-up. Grays, who had effectively
been bailed-out by Billings in the 1980s when
they were at a very low ebb, found themselves
without a ground after their 20-year lease had
expired.

That leaves Tilbury, the poor relation of Thurrock
football, although they do own their Chadfields
ground. It has been a long time since the Dockers
had anything much to cheer about. They did reach
the FA Cup third round in 1977-78, losing 4-0 to
Stoke City. There was a player named Nicky
Smith who spent a long time (1975-1986) with the
club and was always known as “the promising
Nicky Smith”. And then there was Joe Dunwell,
who also played for Dagenham.

They had to quickly agree a groundshare and it
was East Thurrock United who came to the

Tilbury, as a town, benefitted from the closure of
some of the Port of London’s docks. In the 1960s
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and 1970s, Tilbury became one of the biggest
container ports in Europe. It was, and probably
still is, a tough place and the home of the Tilbury
Trojans, a skinhead gang that you didn’t want to
be on the same train as if you were heading up to
London Fenchurch Street.

couple of mergers could create two decent-sized
clubs that split the borough. East Thurrock United
and Tilbury could form one club and Aveley and
Thurrock another. You can hear the protests
already, but with crowds as low as they are, how
many people really care about these clubs’
continued existence?
Grays, with a far bigger population than the other
clubs, can stand alone quite comfortably, and with
a new ground, could expect to pick-up more
support than they currently enjoy.
When you consider the clubs’ average gates
versus population, only Aveley and East Thurrock
are currently getting more than 1%. A meeting of
minds may create the substance needed to
compete. The only alternative is the inflated
investment of a benefactor and as Thurrock’s
clubs know, that can only be short-term and result
in the type of rise and fall that [sadly] epitomises
much of non-league football.

Tilbury have struggled for a long time, hence they
dipped into the Essex Senior League in 2005-06
for a single season. Their crowds are small,
struggling to get above 100. It’s difficult to see
what sort of future they have.

I said earlier that Thurrock is not part of London,
but it is dangerously close to London and nonleague clubs in London struggle to win over
football fans that prefer to walk around with West
Ham, Chelsea, Manchester United or Liverpool
shirts on their back. It’s not all doom and gloom,
though. Thurrock is a football area, make no
mistake, and given the right [realistic] investment
and strong marketing, the men from the Thames
hinterland can rise again.

Attendances in Thurrock
201516
-36% 117
Aveley
0
170
ETU
-5% 211
Grays
Thurrock -67% 101
-30% 71
Tilbury
Shift

201415
89
217
203
97
72

201314
80
191
230
92
64

201213
105
171
201
199
89

201112
181
174
235
292
111

201011
181
169
223
309
102
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Ripe for a merger
Five teams in a relatively short space suggests that
Thurrock is over-clubbed for the modern age. A
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If the question is 3G or not 3G, the answer is yes
Those who consider 3G pitches unacceptable at
the highest level should have been at the
Gallagher Stadium, the home of Maidstone
United, for the top-of-the-table clash against
Dulwich Hamlet. What a game! Seven goals, a
big crowd, plenty of excitement. And not once
did anyone comment that the pitch had made
much difference.
There’s no shortage of luddites in the football
world, but 3G is definitely the way ahead.
Admittedly, these were two teams at the top of the
Isthmian League table, but the quality was far
higher than anything I have seen in non-league
circles this season.
The cynics might suggest that Maidstone have an
advantage over their rivals because of the pitch
and it’s true that they are unbeaten at home this
season. But look closely and they have actually
drawn nine of their 20 league games, which is a
very high ratio. If Maidstone have an advantage it
is that they have almost 2,000 people turning up
and paying £ 10 a time for admission. Compared
to 19 of their stable-mates, who average under
400, that is a substantial bonus when you trying to
lure talent to your club.

Maidstone United was formed in 1992, filling the
gap left by the club that played in the Football
League between 1987 and 1992. Originally called
Maidstone Invicta, the club played in Maidstone
(London Road), Sittingbourne and Ashford before
the Gallagher Stadium was opened in 2012. Kin
their first season at their new home, crowds
averaged almost 1,700, and that was in the
Isthmian Division One South. This year, the
average is almost 1,800 and it’s been another
barnstorming campaign.

Maidstone’s 3G pitch encourages good football

But there’s a cloud hanging over Maidstone as no
matter what happens, the Stones cannot go up this
season – unless something changes soon. They
have already been prevented from playing in the
Conference South because of their artificial pitch.
This has, obviously caused a lot of controversy
and it’s an argument that will rage on until the end
of the season. It’s also a ridiculous situation,
because the 3G pitch that Maidstone have
installed at the Gallagher Stadium is excellent and
really does encourage good football.

For a while this season, it looked as though
Maidstone would win the Isthmian title, but
Wealdstone have come from behind, thanks to
games in hand, to snatch the impetus. Maidstone’s
form has stuttered in recent weeks – they were on
a three-game losing streak prior to meeting
Dulwich – perhaps distracted by the off-pitch
debate?
Dulwich, too, had hit a rough patch and they have
worries of their own surrounding the future of
their ground. But with both now occupying playoff berths – Maidstone unable to fulfil their place
– one would have thought that the game lacked
the appeal of a few weeks earlier. Nobody got that
message, because Maidstone had to delay kick-off
for 15 minutes to let the crowd in. There were
2,296 people in the ground for what proved to be a
cracking contest involving two teams who wanted
to play football on the immaculate surface.
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All eyes were on Dulwich Hamlet’s young
Turkish playmaker Erhun Oztumer. Wearing the
“sexy” number 10 shirt, here was a player who
has clearly been brought up watching Spanish
football’s tika-taka style. As the game went on, he
got stronger and stronger. Burnley, apparently, are
interested in him, which tells you how highly he is
rated, but at 5ft 3in, he has a battle on his hands.
Whatever happens, Oztumer is a player to watch
out for, and as Alan Ball used to say, “If you’re
good enough, you’re tall enough”, and he knew all
about that, he won a World Cup medal being
“diminutive”.

Maidstone came again and Luke Rooney – who
was also outstanding throughout the 90 minutes –
sent in a shot that Dulwich keeper Tim Brown
could only parry to Jack Harris who sent the ball
back into the net. 2-2 and there was still 25
minutes to go.
For the first time, Maidstone took the lead six
minutes later, Harris tapping in at the far post after
Rooney passed across the face of goal. The
Dulwich defence just seemed to stand and watch!
But Oztumer wasn’t going to be denied his
moment. In the 67th minute, Whitnell knocked the

Oztumer – if you’re good enough, you’re tall enough
Dulwich looked the better side in the opening
stages and it was no surprise when they took the
lead in the 26th minute, Nyren Clunis breaking
free, working his way to the edge of the area and
curling a shot wide of Lee Worgan. Eleven
minutes later, Maidstone levelled, Alex Flisher,
who looks rather ungainly in his approach, forcing
his way through, despite tripping over his own
feet at times, and rolling the ball tamely into the
net.

ball on, Oztumer controlled it and flicked it past
Worgan with the faintest of touches – brilliant!
He had another chance a few minutes later, a
header that Worgan stopped but dropped
invitingly for the onrushing Clunis, who was
injured in the process. The wide-man recovered to
hit the post in the 89th minute, receiving the ball
from Oztumer and seeing his shot tipped onto the
post by Worgan’s foot.
It was a telling moment, for in added time,
Maidstone scored the winner after the ball
ricocheted around the area and eventually went in
off Dan Parkinson. A cruel, cruel, blow for
Dulwich, who deserved at least a draw. But what a
contest, one of the best non-league games I have
ever witnessed.
The crowd loved it, too, everyone filed out into
James Whatman Way beaming, especially those
supporters with yellow and black colours. The
tragedy of it is that Maidstone, until someone sees
sense, are being stymied. Somebody needs to go
and watch a few games at the Gallagher
Stadium and see for themselves.

Dulwich regained the lead in the 51st minute, a
superb cross by Ahmed Deen being met by the
impressive and unmarked Tommy Whitnell on the
volley from close range. Questions have to be
asked why Whitnell, a recent signing from
Thamesmead, was given so much space.

March 2014
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At what point does non-league lose substance?
bloated 64-page programme (for who’s
benefit?..and who needs the league tables of every
league at Step 5?), £6 to get in, players getting
paid. This is the fantasy world of non-league
football.
I would add that this game was a FA Vase tie in
deepest East Anglia. But scarcely anyone in the
home team’s town, population 10,000 and a bit,
noticed. Indeed, four people I asked on route to
the ground had no idea where the game was taking
place. There were no fixture posters in the two
pubs I visited, close to the ground, and there
wasn’t even a [working] tannoy at the game to tell
people what was going on.
It’s when you experience a game like this that you
wonder “what’s the point?”….”who really cares if
this football match takes place?”. The 64-page
programme editor (who really must get out more)
pointed out that the Vase tie was “one of the
exciting games of the season” and that “we are
sure to be in for an exciting, full-blooded tie”.
Who was he kidding?
To the players, “salt of the earth” officials and
parents of the players, it matters. But to anyone
else, other than people who want to tick a box to
indicate they’ve been to the ground, it really
doesn’t register.
And that would be all very well if the game at this
level satisfied itself in this way, but it doesn’t,
because everyone wants to pretend they are
rubbing shoulders with the big boys. I’ve seen
non-league players who turn out in front of 150
people a week tell people – because they get paid
– “I’m a professional footballer”. It’s a deluded
sentiment that pervades many segments of the
non-league game.

A game between two step five teams. The crowd,
sub-60, is largely disinterested, the two teams illdisciplined and the standard of football honest
but limited. The “caterer” is equally ambivalent,
balancing an iPhone on her shoulder as she
turns over some bacon in a tea bar with
questionable hygiene standards. A man in an
anorak, fidgets and continues his
circumnavigation of the ground in desperate
search of a “teamsheet”, despite the line-ups
being chalked on a blackboard by the entrance.
He congratulates the home club’s secretary for a
“fantastic 64-page programme” but anxiously
asks for that much-coveted teamsheet. This is the
world of the obsessive and all these things
matter….but only to a handful of people.

It is surely time for non-league football to look
itself in the eye and come to terms with its real
identity. It’s not easy to do this because everyone
wants to be “ambitious” and give the impression
they are aiming for better things. This invariably
means, “we are spending more money than we
generate”.
If we are truly honest, any game being watched by
less than 500 people is not really relevant to the
broader community, but that would wipe out 75%
of the non-league game. So let’s be generous and
say that any game with a crowd below 250 doesn’t

Saturday afternoon park football in all but name,
but with the trimmings of a much bigger stage: a
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really count. Harsh, you might say, but when we
say it doesn’t matter, we are really saying that
players should not get paid, admission prices
should be tempered and the game should adjust
itself to a more humble level.

which to be be fair, many clubs are trying to do.
With the average age of a non-league crowd
getting worryingly old, youngsters have to be
nurtured to bring future supporters to the game.
But the audience also has to be hungry, so why
not make the leagues smaller, do away with some

The consolidation of lower level clubs and leagues
should be driven by the football authorities
Beyond step three is where it all starts to get silly.
Take the Southern League Central and
South/West. Only four of the 48 clubs attracts a
gate of 250-plus. And in the Ryman, only five of
48 at step four manage to reach the 250 level with
their average attendance. The Premier Divisions
of the Ryman, Southern League and Northern
Premier are just about relevant when it comes to
public awareness. But take a closer look this
season and you’ll see that gates are down in about
half of the clubs playing at this level. The
complaint among many clubs is that midweek TV
coverage is severely impacting attendances, but
much of it is down to inflated admission prices
and too many games, which a lot of clubs, and
associations, refuse to acknowledge.

of the meaningless competitions and make nonleague slimmer and more compact?
That consolidation – mergers of clubs, leagues
and objectives – needs to be driven by the football
authorities. For a start, clubs below step three
need to revert to amateur status, accompanied by
very strict financial compliance rules from on
high. It means some disenfranchisement has to
take place, which won’t be welcome, but it will go
some way to preventing very small clubs trying to
ape their betters. Most of these clubs are never
going to attract a crowd to their home games, so
why pretend?
What’s the answer? Firstly, the step three leagues
should become four to achieve a better
geographical spread – no team should travel 200
miles to play in front of 250 people. They should
all become FA run leagues rather than
independent bodies that currently look after their
own interests. Senior status should be something
that stops at step three and step four onwards –
when you speak to anyone from European
football, they cannot believe that players get paid
to play in front of 100 people. The FA Amateur
Cup should return, replacing the FA Vase. And
Admission prices, right across the board, should
be reviewed and, ultimately, lowered. And at step
three upwards, a salary cap should be
implemented.

Reducing admission prices is a logical and easilyachieved step to take to improve attendances. You
can pay £10 at step three and only marginally less
at step four. Crazy. It seems that the strategy
around pricing models has always been, “we need
more money, so we will just ask those that are
willing to come to games to pay more”. It totally
flies in the face of the old “supply and demand”
argument. I don’t see any queues building up
outside non-league games, unless it is three
minutes to three and the social club is emptying
before kick-off. Some myopic football officials
point to the Premier League and argue that prices
there are going up all the time. The big difference
at most clubs is that the demand often outstrips
supply, so those clubs can effectively charge what
they like. It’s not right, but that’s capitalism. Nonleague football cannot possibly compare itself to
the behavior at that level of the game.

Simple? Not at all. But something has to change
to bring common sense back to a level of the
game that while important and loved by many, has
lost touch with reality. Importantly, it’s not too
late to change…

Too many games for a dedicated audience only
puts more pressure on the loyal and does little to
encourage new support. Non-league’s future
depends on encouraging the next generation,

January 2015
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Now I’m a union man, amazed at what I am

It may be the third tier of Belgian football, but
anyone who values the heritage of the game and
wants to see something more than the
homogenous global product that football has
become, then a trip to Union St. Gilloise, in the
Brussels suburb of Forest, is a joy to behold.
I was told that Union and its ground were unique
in today’s footballing world, and it was no
exaggeration. It is easy to see why the club’s
small band of followers love the place, from the
tavern that sits adjacent to the stadium, to the
ornate facade and the forest that fringes the
ground, there is something very endearing about
the place.
Union could easily be transported into English
non-league football. Their followers look like
identikit non-league fans, there is a homely feel in
the supporters’ bar underneath the main stand and
everyone seems to know each other. When we
arrived in the Union’s Tavern, we could have been
a couple of time travellers stepping off a
spaceship to try some local beer. We were,
without doubt, looked upon with some curiosity.
But then Union St. Gilloise is a curiosity in itself.
When you come across their stadium, you cannot

help but gasp at the sight of an art deco sporting
venue that is not a million kilometres away from
Arsenal’s old Highbury stands – except it is more
ornate. Obviously, like old “people’s palace”
music halls and cinemas from the inter-war years,
it has seen better days, but it should be preserved,
and I hope it is, for there are precious few sports
buildings that remain from that age.
It was probably built for a time when Union were
the top club in Belgium. Founded in 1897, the
club has won 11 Belgian first division titles, the
last of which was in 1934-35. Between 1903-04
and 1912-13, they were champions seven times.
They won one title in 1922-23 and then completed
a hat-trick between 1932 and 1935.
One little-known honour also fell their way three
times in the Edwardian era – the Coupe Ponthoz,
one of many prototype European competitions.
Union won it between 1905 and 1907, beating
England’s Hampstead in the last of those finals.
The Union supporters’ bar has photos to mark past
glories, although the Elvis Presley painting does
demand an explanation. But the tableaux that
greets you in the bar does indicate that success has

You can’t get away from the name Kompany
when in Belgium and Vincent’s brother, Francois,
was on the bench for Seresien.

been a rare visitor to Stade Joseph Marien in
recent times.
The stadium itself has a huge bank of terracing on
the opposite side to the main stand, the like of
which you won’t find anywhere these days. It’s
steep, has a great view and the club’s fans, The
Bhoys, park themselves high into the shadow of
the forest to bang their drum and sing their songs.

Union had won through the previous round of the
Belgian Cup by beating Betrix on penalties after a
0-0 draw. They’d played just one league game
since the start of the season, winning 1-0 at
Oosterwijk in the midweek before this game.
Seresien had endured a mixed start to their second
division campaign.
The game was pretty much as we’d expected,
although it was never dull. Union had plenty of
enthusiasm and were quite direct, but the visitors
looked more composed. They went ahead just ion
the 41st minute with a goal from Gregory Dufer,
who received a through ball and ran on to fire low
into the net.
Union had their chances, but their finishing was
hasty and often clumsy. But they gave a good
account of themselves. It wasn’t enough to beat
the second division side.
The teams were:
Union : Sadin, Castronovo, Guiro,
Vandiepenbeeck, A. Cabeke (Mununga 78),
Dieme (Cocchiere 46), Englebert, G. Cabeke,
Morren, Papassarantis (Morais 77), Mputu.
Seresien: Fillieux, Preseaux, Bojovic, Gendarme,
Tirpan (D’Onofrio 78), Belic, Boumediene
(Kompany 62), Vaccaro, Dufer, Kehli, Stevance
(Senekuku 71).
It was far from a classic, but the experience was
well worth the EUR 15 we paid for a place in the
tribune. This was the highlight of our trip to
Belgium and you never know, we may go back to
see Union St. Gilloise.
*Apologies to the Strawbs (Part of the Union,
1973)

The Belgian third division is split into two
sections and Union finished sixth in 2013-14,
which, a big improvement on 2012-13. They were
relegated back to the third division in 2009 after a
few years in the second.

August 2014

But it was a Belgian Cup fourth round game that
we were there to watch. Union were hosting a
team from Seraing called RFC Seresien from over
near Liege. The visitors, whose fans seemed to be
segregated at the far end of the tribune, came in
force.
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PSV Eindhoven…still part of the family
The Netherlands has three globally recognisable
teams: Ajax, Feyenoord and PSV Eindhoven.
Popular opinion suggests that Ajax and Feyenoord dominated Dutch football for decades, but
while it is certainly true that the Amsterdam-Rotterdam axis stood astride the Netherlands in the
1960s, the 1970s belonged to Ajax. The Cruyffled side won 12 major prizes in that decade, with
Feyenoord winning four and PSV six. And in the
1980s, PSV won four Eredivisie, two KNVB
Cups and of course, the European Cup. From
the 1960s to 1990s, Ajax won 34 prizes (League,
Cup and Europe) to 19 apiece by PSV and Feyenoord. But for most onlookers, the trio is: Ajax,
Feyenoord and PSV, in that order.

employees a good standard of living. The football
club, which sits among these dwellings, started
life as a recreational
pursuit.
Philips no longer owns
PSV. The two parties
were amicably “divorced” in the early
part of the 21st century, although PSV
was able to purchase
their ground for a token sum as a result.
“We are still part of
the family and Philips
remains our chief
sponsor,” said one of
the PSV representa-

It works
“They’re just a glorified works’ team,” said one
grudging Ajax fan to me once about the third
There was an amicable “divorce, but PSV and Philips are
still linked
member of that triumvirate. “Philips pumps all
that money in…without them, they would be
nothing.”

tives on a guided tour of the ground ahead of the
club’s game with FC Utrecht.

That may have been true at once stage, because
the club’s roots are most definitely in the once
mighty electrical company and they were once the
Netherlands’ richest club. In the 1950s and 60s
particularly, most homes would have at least one
Philips appliance in their home. Philips was a major consumer name, but in recent years, one assumes, the rise of the east and cheaper production
costs – which doesn’t necessarily mean better
quality products – have forced Philips out of the
premier division. In some ways, the same can be
said of the leading Dutch football clubs, but on the
evidence of this season’s performances, PSV
Eindhoven are on their way back.

The club’s ground has many features that make if
special. Although not one of the uber-grounds of
Europe – capacity 35,119 – it was once one of the
most innovative and there seems to be a high degree of spectator comfort. It’s heated for a start,
which in a country as flat and exposed as the
Netherlands, is very handy. At one time, it was
not an enclosed stadium, but when the club was
chosen to host some of the games in the European
Championship of 2000, the sides were filled in
and some rather clever ventilation sections were
used. The louvred panels open up during the week
between games to ensure the stadium gets its
share of Eindhoven air, but when the spectators
fill the seats, the vents are closed – thankfully, I
will add, as I sat in one of these sections and
would not have fancied the winds from the polder
lands whistling around my nether regions!

PSV were founded as part of the Philips Sport
Vereniging, basically the sports club for the
Philips company. The good people of Philips
looked after their workforce in a similar fashion to
the way the UK’s Cadbury’s and other paternalistic organisations acted towards their workers. In
the place of Bournville, the Birmingham-based
workers “village”, Eindhoven has its own collection of houses that were designed to give Philips’

The family home

It’s easy to forget that
PSV were once one
of Europe’s most dynamic clubs. There’s
not many clubs that
can claim to have
won two of UEFA’s
premier trophies. The
first of those, the
UEFA Cup, was
picked up in 1978, a
two-legged victory
over France’s Bastia,
and a decade later,
won the European
Cup by beating Ben-

stadium has a restaurant called Casa Romario in
memory of him.
PSV’s sponsors get treated well, judging by the
entertainment facilities on offer at the stadium.
Their players are also well catered for with a stateof-the-art dressing room that differs dramatically
to the flat-packed visitors’ room, which seems to
be apologetically wedged beneath the stand. Our
guide explained that when Middlesbrough and Seville played the 2006 UEFA Cup final in Eindhoven, UEFA insisted on improvements for the
away room. The difference between home and
away facilities underlines the psychological element within football – making the opposition as
uncomfortable as possible. Even the most hospitable club can play the system!

All eyes were on Depay…or should we say Memphis?
fica in the final on penalties after a 0-0 draw. But
they have also had some exceptional players down
the years, including the Van der Kerkhof twins,
Ruud van Nistelrooy, Arjen Robben, Ronald
Koeman and Ruud Gullit, to name but a few. And
among the handful of English managers they’ve
had in the dugout was the late and much-respected
Bobby Robson, who had two spells with PSV. It’s
a club with a European and Dutch pedigree, as the
trophy-laden walls will testify.

The walls that surround the dressing rooms are
filled with reminder of some of PSV’s greatest
players down the years. Although this is meant to
be motivational, it can also put added pressure on
the crop of youngsters now wearing the famous
red and white stripes.
Memphis nights in Lichtstad
PSV’s current hopes are being pinned on a 20
year-old forward who has been having a terrific
season so far. Memphis Depay is his name and he
looks likely to be the next export from the Netherlands that will yield his club a hefty fee.

I’ve deliberately omitted one player from that list
and that is Romario de Souza Faria, better known
by the first of those names. The Brazilian legend
was signed by PSV in 1988 in a transaction that
has rarely, if ever, been repeated. And it was
down to the club’s backers, Philips, that such a
high profile and promising player found his way
to the Netherlands rather than an Italian or Spanish giant.

Depay is leading PSV’s charge towards their first
Eredivisie title since 2008. Ajax have won the past
four championships, but PSV started well, including a surprise win at the
Amsterdam Arena, and
the run has just kept on
going. And Depay, who
made a bit of an impact
in the 2014 World Cup,
has been at the heart of
the club’s resurgence.

In a debt-for-player swap, Philips bought Brazilian bank debt with a face value of USD 5m at a
discount of 20%. Philips then sold the debt to the
central bank of Brasil for 4.7 million Cruzados
and in doing so, made a substantial saving. At the
end of it all, PSV got their man, then one of world
football’s most coveted youngsters, at a good
price

So all eyes were on Depay when PSV looked
to continue their unbeaten run, which following a midweek win
in Breda, was now 14
games. PSV’s record
couldn’t really be much

Romario spent five years with PSV and ended
with a record of almost a goal a game in the Dutch
league. The fans loved him and today, the PSV
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“La, la, la, la, la, la….Memphis Depay….la, la, la,
la, la,la…Memphis Depay.” This prompted a couple of fans to jump out of the tribune and dance
with a steward.

better, just two defeats in 21 games before meeting Utrecht, who were only just above the drop
zone.
In front of a crowd of 31,000 PSV made heavy

The Turtles “Happy together” – a curious choice for a club
song…but it worked
Utrecht pulled a goal back to near silence – a few
murmurs and one or two Utrecht fans shouting –
but it was a giveaway goal that should really have
been prevented.The name seemed to peter out
from there, but in the last minute, Depay was
brought down just outside the area and got up to
take a free kick that was given too much respect –
an easy goal to wrap things up at 3-1. This sent
the PSV fans home happy, singing their take on
the 1967 hit by The Turtles, “Happy Together”.
The curious songs football supporters sing!

work of a limited Utrecht side in the first half. Depay took an early knock and this caused a sharp
intake of breath from the fans sitting around me.
Depay played out wide and caused problems with
his crossing, but didn’t often get the chance to cut
inside and try his luck on goal. Utrecht rarely ventured into the danger zone and when they did,
their tame efforts were greeted with ironic cheers
from the home fans behind the goal.
These fans deserve a mention. Not only were they
well behaved, although the political correctness
police will frown at their cat-calls when two
young girls walked past the massed ranks. There
were no barriers of any consequence, the fans just
walked down from the stand and along the front of
the tribune. There were also only a dozen stewards
to deal with them, which tells you that PSV don’t
have the sort of problems Ajax and Feyenoord
have.

“I hear Depay was the star man again,” said the
barman at my hotel, which was just 300 metres
from the Philips Stadium. “His price is going up
all the time. I think an English club might be interested.” Among the clubs supposedly interested in
this talented, but still untested, talent is Tottenham
Hotspur. The Eredivisie has to be won first,
though. It’s looking good for both PSV and Depay.
February 2015

The PSV fans didn’t really find their voice until
the second half, however. The first goal came after 48 minutes, Depay working his way into the
area, playing the ball across, and after it took various ricochets and failed clearances and winger Luciano Narsingh forced it home.
It didn’t take long for PSV to score again, and this
time, Depay, switching flanks, received the ball,
pushing it through the legs of a defender and sent
a low drive across goal and into the corner of the
net.
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‘Cause Rotterdam is anywhere

In the 1960s, a geography field trip (if you lived
in Thurrock) was a trip to Tilbury docks to look
at one of the biggest container ports in Europe.
At the time, Tilbury was in competition with
Rotterdam, which gave the Essex town a slightly
continental element to it. But while Rotterdam
was a city with a port, Tilbury was most
definitely a dock with a town, in the loosest sense
of the world.

Feyenoord formed part of my adolescent
fascination with Dutch football. Their kit intrigued
me, which always looked a bit like a corrupted
Ajax kit (or was it that Ajax’s kit was a deranged
Feyenoord kit ?). I knew they were fierce rivals
with Ajax and wondered why they couldn’t merge
and become the footballing version of
Amsterdam-Rotterdam Bank. In 1971, that would
have been some team.

How Tilbury could ever compete with Rotterdam
was a mystery. For a start, Tilbury Football Club

Back in the 1970s, Feyenoord were Ajax’s half
brothers in the mission to take Total Football to

Feyenoord were Ajax’s half-brothers in the total football
mission of the 1970s
played in the Isthmian League at a ramshackle
St.Chads ground. The last time I visited it, the
roof of the stand was flapping in the wind, the
pitch had been vandalised and a burned-out
telephone box greeted you as you approached the
ground. While Rotterdam is certainly not twee and
picturesque Amsterdam, Tilbury is certainly no
Rotterdam. Rotterdam is a city of over one million
people, Feyenoord play in front of up to 45,000
people and there are two other clubs of note:
Sparta and Excelsior.

the people. They won the European Cup, as
described by Game of the People, and provided
half the Dutch squad that captured the imagination
of the Dutch, and hearts of the neutrals, in 1974.
Feyenoord’s De Kuip stadium is one of European
football’s iconic grounds. It has hosted no fewer
than 10 major European finals – starting in 1963
when Tottenham beat Atletico Madrid in the European Cup Winners’ Cup and most recently in
2002 when Feyenoord themselves beat Borussia
Dortmund in the final of the UEFA Cup. De Kuip

Ajax fan,” I admitted, watching the frowns develop on my neighbours’ faces. These were middle-aged fans, so I had no chance of being tumbled over the top tier, but I won them over by expressing my admiration for Wim van Hanegem,
who has a tribune named after him at De Kuip.
“The second best Dutch player of all time?”.

also hosted deadly rivals Ajax when they won the
European Cup in 1972, beating Inter Milan 2-0.

The days of Van Hanegem, Rinus Israel, Wim
Rijsbergen, Wim Jansen and Ove Kindvall may
seem a long way off today, though. Feyenoord last
won the Eredivisise in 1999 and they’ve only won
one KNVB Cup in 20 years. That UEFA Cup win
in 2002 was their last big prize – a pretty poor
showing for such a big club in the Netherlands.

It’s a stadium that has no obstructions at all, not a
single pillar, post or barrier impedes your vision.
It has a roof that covers all areas and the stadium
itself sweeps round in an uninterrupted oval. In
other words, it is seamless. It’s also very high and
from the top of the ground, you can see the cranes
and derricks from Rotterdam port. The wind whistles across from the North Sea into the hinterland.

This season, Feyenoord have little chance of any
silverware. They are out of the KNVB Cup and
third in the Eredivisie and trailing way behind
PSV. They’re still in the Europa Cup and have a
two-legged last 32 tie coming up against Roma.
The game with Cambuur showed why Feyenoord
are not punching their weight. The club lost four
of its best players in the summer of 2014 following the departure of coach Ronald Koeman to
Southampton. Koeman took one of his charges,
Graziano Pelle, with him and Daryl Janmaat
moved to Newcastle, Stefan de Vrij to Lazio and
Brune Martins Indi to Porto.

Access routes to De Kuip have been well planned.
Rotterdam Stadion station is opposite the entrance
and just six minutes from Rotterdam Central. You
catch a glimpse of the equally iconic “Stadion
Feyenoord” lettering above the entrance gates,
something that evokes memories of the golden age
of the club. It may have been cold outside, and
also where I was perched, but the atmosphere in
the stadium was warm, occasionally raucous and
100% Feyenoord, apart from the small band of
Cambuur fans tucked away in the very top tier behind the goal.

New coach Fred Rutten had the task of building a
new team and brought in players like Warner
Hahn (Dordrecht), Like Wilkshire (Dinamo Moscow), Khalid Boulahrouz (Brondby), Bilal Basac-

Wim van Hanegem, the second best Dutch players of all time?
ikoglu (Heerenveen), Colin Kazim-Richards (Bursapor), Jens Toornstra (Utrecht), Ken Verneer
(Ajax) and Karim El Ahmadi (Aston Villa).

The Henk and Kees club
Everyone around me seemed to know each other.
“Henk….Kees….Theo…hi,” handshakes all
round, balancing the inevitable cigarette and lager
and the Dutch delicacies that form standard fare
for football match catering. Somebody guessed I
was not a local. “Does it stand out that much?,” I
said. “You are not singing the Feyenoord song,”
came the reply.

De Kuip as theatre
The teams emerged from the underground dressing rooms, the lid opening to reveal the players
amid a cacophony of sound. Assorted Feyenoord
songs were sung, huge flags springing to life to
herald the arrival of the gladiators. It was all good
theatre.

As ever, the Dutch were friendly and we got talking about football. “Actually, I was a bit of an
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Europe’s forgotten
champions – 1970
Despite Dutch football’s decline over the past
couple of decades, the memory of Total Football
still sends a tingle of excitement down the spines
of football historians. But while everyone remembers Ajax and Cruyff, Rinus Michels and
the European hat-trick, Feyenoord’s 1970 European Cup triumph has been somewhat forgotten
by many.

The game itself was not easy on the eye. Feyenoord were clearly the better side, although they
could do with a more technical centre forward
than Kazim-Richards, who seemed clumsy and illat-ease.

Feyenoord were the first Dutch team to win the
competition, although Ajax reached the final first,
in 1969. Not many people gave Feyenoord a
chance in the 1970 final against Celtic, played in
Milan’s San Siro stadium. In fact, they came from
behind to win the game, with Swedish forward
Ove Kindvall scoring the winner in extra time.

But Kazim-Richards set Feyenoord on their just
before half-time. Jan Toornstra shot low and Cambuur keeper Leonard Nienhuis could only parry
the ball into the path of former Aston Villa midfielder Karim El Ahmadi who slotted home from
six yards.

In the 1960s and 1970s, Feyenoord and their
fierce rivals dominated Dutch football. In fact, it’s
rarely referred to that during the period 1965 to
1974, Feyenoord were never out of the top two –
four championships and six runners-up spots,
while Ajax won six titles and finished runners-up
twice. When Ajax won their first European Cup in
1971, Feyenoord were champions of the Netherlands.

Two minutes in the second half, Feyenoord extended their lead. It all started when a high ball
crashed against the cross bar, three Feyenoord
players had a stab at it, including Anass Achahbar,
El Ahmadi and finally the ball went into the net
from the nose of Kazim-Richards.
Cambuur had Bartholomew Ogbeche sent off for a
nasty foul in the 57th minute, but it didn’t seem to
make much difference. The dressing room hatch
opened, consumed Ogbech (who was reluctant to
leave the field) and promptly closed – no way
back. Cambuur came back on the hour with a soft
goal that owed much to Feyenoord’s occasional
defensive lapse. Khalid Boulahrouz, who had a
brief spell with Chelsea, slipped up and Martijn
Barto steered the ball past Kenneth Vermeer.

Rotterdam’s finest also provided seven of the
Dutch 1974 World Cup squad (Wim van
Hanegem, Rinus Israel, Wim Jansen, Theo de
Jong, Wim Rijsbergen, Eddie Triejtel and Harry
Vos), while six played for Ajax. The difference,
arguably, between the two clubs, was the mighty
Johan Cruyff.
1969 and all that
Feyenoord won the 1968-69 Eredivisie in style,
picking up 57 out of a possible 68 points. They
only lost three times, at Go Ahead Eagles, Holland Sport and NAC Breda. They netted 73 goals
and conceded 21. While the Eredivisie achieved
an all-time high in terms of goals scored, an average of 2.6 per game, it was defence that was the
key to Feyenoord’s success, only six goals being
conceded at home, where they were unbeaten in
17 league games. When it came to goals, Feyenoord had, in Kindvall, the joint top scorer with
30 goals. Feyenoord finished three points ahead of

Feyenoord should have had more, but they were
thwarted by poor finishing and some good goalkeeping by Nienhuis. Final score 2-1.
February 2015
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Ajax, who were busy reaching their first European
Cup final. Feyenoord actually completed the
“double” in 1968-69, beating PSV Eindhoven 2-0
in the replayed final of the KNVB Cup, which
was played in the club’s home stadium of De
Kuip.

Cup. He belonged to the Bobby Charlton, Ralph
Coates and Pop Robson club of premature hair
loss and therefore looked old before his time.
Nevertheless, Geels was one of the most prolific
goalscorers of his generation, scoring over 300
goals in Benelux football.
Golden year
Nobody expected Feyenoord to excel in the 196970 European Cup. The competition was awash
with the continent’s premier names: AC Milan,
Leeds United, Celtic, Real Madrid, Benfica, Bayern Munich, Red Star Belgrade, Ferencvaros and
Fiorentina. Feyenoord were paired with KR Reykjavik of Iceland and proceeded to dismantle the
Scandinavians to the tune of 16-2 on aggregate.
Kindvall and Geels helped themselves to nine
goals over the two legs.

At the end of the season, Feyenoord parted company with the man who led them to success, Ben
Peeters. In his place came Ernst Happel, the coach
of ADO Den Haag. The former Austria international had enjoyed some success in the administrative capital of the Netherlands, reaching four
KNVB Cup finals but winning just one. He was
ready for a bigger stage and Feyenoord provided
just that.

The third round brought Feyenoord together with
European Cup holders Milan, who had overawed
an improving Ajax in the 1969 final. Milan’s fans
were so confident of overcoming the team from
Rotterdam that barely 17,000 turned up to see the
first leg, won 1-0. In the second game, over

Nobody expected to Feyenoord to excel in 1969-70
Happel was an advocate of 4-3-3, using the young
Wim van Hanegem as the key pin in midfield. The
bandy-legged Van Hanegem, arguably the closest
thing to Cruyff in Dutch football, was a fine
player who had sublime passing skills. Happel
signed his compatriot, Franz Hasil from Rapid Vienna and harnessed the fleet-footed Coen Moulijn
(a player miuch admired by Cruyff) to accompany
Van Hanegem in the middle of the park.

60,000 people packed the Feyenoord stadium to
see Happel’s side overturn the deficit and go one
better. A 2-0 win put them through to face a
daunting trip to East Germany’s Vorwaerts, then
one of the tough, well disciplined sides from behind the Iron Curtain. Feyenoord lost the first leg
again by a single goal and then won through 2-0
in the return. They were now in the last four.
The draw was kind to them as Feyenoord avoided
the British giants of Leeds United and Celtic. Legia Warsaw, another unknown quantity from the
Eastern Bloc, would be their last hurdle before the
final. A goalless draw in the Polish capital augered well and two early goals in the second leg
put them into the final against Celtic, who had
surprisingly beaten Leeds in both legs.

Happel also called upon Rinus Isreal to play a
domineering sweeper role. Israel was one of those
Dutch players that, although possessing no small
amount of skill and technique, was also a hard
man. Not for nothing did the fans call him IJzeren
Rinus (Iron Rinus). He lined-up at the back with
Theo Laseroms, who arrived in 1968 from US
club Pittsburgh Phantoms.

Meanwhile, back in domestic competition, Feyenoord were about to lose their league title. Both
Ajax and Feyenoord were beaten only once in the
Eredivisie, PSV being the only team to win

Also part of the Feyenoord squad was Ruud
Geels, a player who would go on to star for Ajax
and play for the Dutch side in the 1978 World
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against Feyenoord and Ajax losing to Feyenoord.
But Cruyff’s men would end the season five
points ahead of their rivals. Ajax would repeat
Feyenoord’s feat of winning the double.

the Celtic area, Billy McNeill misjudged it, handled it and everyone screamed for a penalty. But
the referee played the advantage and the ball fell
to Kindvall, who rounded a defender and lobbed
the Celtic keeper. Photographers raced onto the
pitch to catch the celebrations, it was surely the
winner. There was still time for Feyenoord to
strike the crossbar, but the game ended with Celtic
stunned.

Given Celtic had won the European Cup in 1967,
they started the game – in the San Siro – as firm
favourites. They expected victory, perhaps too
confidently so, but Happel had a plan to shackle
players like the mercurial Jimmy Johnstone with
the steel of Wim Jansen. “I know Celtic will come
at us for 90 minutes. My problem is how to contain them and still create openings for ourselves,”
he said.

Impressively, Celtic were absolutely gracious in
shocked defeat. Ernst Happel commented: “I felt
we deserved to win. We made more chances. But I
was pleased with the way Mr. [Jock] Stein ac-

Van Hanegem neutralised the Celtic gung-ho approach
Happel’s plan worked a treat, for when Johnstone
was in possession, he was surrounded by three
players. Moreover, Van Hanegem took the steam
out of Celtic’s typical gung-ho approach by slowing the game down. Celtic took the lead on the
half hour though, through full back Tommy Gemmell, a low drive from a free kick. Two minutes
later, a tame header from Israel sailed into the net
to level the scores.

cepted it. He was one of the first to congratulate
me. This is sportsmanship.” Van Hanegem added:
“Jimmy Johnstone came up to me at the end of the
match, a tough battle it had been, and told me we
deserved to win and wished us all the best. You
are a big man if you can react like that after losing
a European Cup final.”
Feyenoord’s European crown didn’t stay in place
for long. In the 1970-71 competition, they were
knocked out at the first hurdle by Romania’s UT
Arad. But they did win the Eredivisie in 1971 and
1974 while finishing runners-up in 1972 and
1973. European glory came again in 1973-74
when they won the UEFA Cup. It was a glorious
spell that Feyenoord have never recaptured, but
then again, neither has Dutch football…

The game went to extra time and four minutes
from the end, a long free kick was pumped into
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Italian seasons and in 59 of them, at least one of
the two clubs has finished in the top two. Milan
have won 14 European prizes, including seven
European Cups and Inter have won six European
competitions including three European Cups. As
recently as 2010, Inter won the Champions
League, while Milan’s last European crown was
in 2007.

The malaise in Milan

New grounds for old
But Milan pulled off something of a PR master
stroke this week when they announced their plans
for a new stadium. There is widespread belief that
the two clubs’ shared home is a major reason why
Inter and Milan are dragging behind Europe’s
elite, indeed Italy’s own leading club, Juventus.
The recent publication of Deloitte’s football rich
list highlighted the competitiveness problems facing Italian clubs. Put simply, they do not make
enough money from the “matchday experience”.
Milan’s recent press release was therefore timely
and unveiled the proposal to build a new 48,000seater stadium in the Portello area of the city. The
new site would include a hotel, a school for a
sports academy, restaurants, playground areas and
an artistic area where artworks could be displayed.
Being Italians, you would assume there would be
an aesthetic touch to it all. Milan are talking to
Arup, who designed Bayern Munich’s Allianz

The knives are being sharpened in Milan after
another week of soul-searching for the two
former giants of European football. Inter were
beaten 3-1 at Sassuolo, while Milan – despite
some hazardous defending – beat Serie B-bound
Parma by the same scoreline. Inter are 24 points
behind leaders Juventus, and the Roberto
Mancini sceptics are quick to point out that
when the former Manchester City manager was
appointed, the margin was just 12 points. Milan,
meanwhile, continue to wallow in mediocrity, as
suggested by the 24,000 attendance at the San
Siro for the game with Parma.

In the pantheon of football, Milan and Inter are legendary
Arena and the bird’s nest stadium in Beijing.

It’s quite likely that this season could be the worst
ever in the history of modern Milanese football. Milan are eighth at the moment and Inter
13th. Neither have much chance of claiming a
Champions League spot this season. If you want
some perspective on this, Inter have only finished
in a double-digit spot three times since World War
Two – 1994, 1948 and 1947. And although both
Milan clubs have had their peaks and troughs, you
have to go back to 1957-58, when both teams finished ninth (tied positions were all the rage in
those days) for a more miserable season for the
city.

The stadium will be in an area that was once dominated by car manufacturers, notably Alfa Romeo,
Citroen and Fiat. As the neighbourhood is heavily
populated, sound-proofing technology will be
used and the club has said it will follow an “English model”, in other words, easily accessible by
public transport. The fact that the San Siro holds
over 80,000 and the new ground will have a capacity of 48,000, is also recognition of the current
status of the club.
The announcement comes at a time when Inter
have expressed a desire to make the San Siro their
own. It suggests that the old “shared municipal
home” model may have run its course, as Juventus
have discovered. Inter’s new owner, Erick Thohir,

It’s all very hard to comprehend. In the pantheon
of football, Milan and Inter are legendary clubs.
Between them, they have won 36 scudeti and have
spent 164 seasons in Serie A. There have been 83
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believes that Serie A has to be more aggressive in
selling itself. A big indictment of Italian football’s
situtaiton was revealed by Thohir when he admitted that even his 15 year-old son is more interested in what goes on in English football than Italian.

of the offerings by Milan’s world-famous fashion
houses. Milan’s red and black stripes oozed confidence and flamboyance, while Inter’s black and
blue always had a more sinister feel to it, very
much in keeping with their role as the arch-exponents of catenaccio.

But Thohir believes Serie A can be the second
biggest league in the world after the English
Premier. The figures tell you why he’s not targeting top spot. Inter earns less than USD 100m from
domestic and international rights, while the English Premier will pick up USD 9.4bn from its most
recent three-year deal. And while Inter’s turnover
forecast is USD 240m for 2014-15, that is less
than half of Manchester United’s expected revenue of USD 551m.

In the 1980s and early 1990s, Milan imported
Dutch total footballers, the trio of Ruud Gullit,
Marco van Basten and Frank Rijkaard, all wonderful players designed to thrill. Inter opted for
ruthlessly efficient Germans – Andreas Brehme,
Lothar Matthaus, Matthias Sammer and Jurgen
Klinsmann. At the time, Serie A was the great European soccer circus, but clubs lived beyond their
means and tycoons and politicians used them as
ego-trips and expensive play-things. The party
ended, however, largely due to the arrival of Fi-

Milan is the only city to provide two European Cup winners
– it still has enormous cachet
nancial Fair Play and the impact of the latest in a
lengthy list of Italian football scandals. And if anything sums up the reduced circumstances of Calcio Italia, it is the current status of the two Milan
giants.

Changing models
The business model is gradually changing in Italy,
however. New investors, such as the type that
have thrown oil and emerging market dollars and
euros at clubs in England, are now eyeing opportunities in Serie A. Without the money from assorted Russians, Arabs and Americans, the Premier League in England would not have the investor
profile it has today. The top clubs are all owned
by non-Brits: Manchester City, Liverpool, Chelsea, Arsenal and Manchester United. Of Serie A’s
18 clubs, only Roma (US), Parma (Cypriot-Russian) and Inter (Indonesia) are not in the hands of
Italians. People like the Berlusconis and Morattis
are largely from a different age, but given Italy is
slipping into economic chaos – of the G7, only Italy and Japan have yet to regain their pre-crisis
level of GDP – it could be that, internally, nobody has the necessary clout – or will – to heavily
invest in clubs like Milan and Inter.

There has always been a degree of complacency
surrounding Italian football and a penchant for
madcap schemes. Italy has been predominantly a
three-club affair centred around two cities (Milan
and Turin) down the years, with occasional – and
unsustainable – bursts of success by less-fashionable institutions. The statistics and honours boards
of Milan, Inter and Juventus would fill anyone
with a high degree of confidence that this pre-eminence could go on indefinitely. But empires crumble, as the Roman ruins around the Italian capital
will tell you.
In 2002, after it was revealed that many Italian
clubs were on the brink of failure and would
therefore struggle to maintain their license, Berlusconi launched the Salva-Calcio Act. Adopted in
February 2003, the Act allowed football clubs to
write-off a number of players’ contracts over a
longer period than their useful economic life. But
the authorities soon realised that this would enable
clubs to submit accounts that might give a misleading picture to investors. The European Com-

That said, Milan still has enormous cachet. It is Italy’s financial and economic heartland. It is also
fashion central and arguably the country’s most
global city. It is also the only city to provide two
European Cup winners. While Milan’s clothing
may be strictly prêt-a-porter, its football clubs
were definitely de rigeur for many years. The
strips of Milan and Inter are as well known as any
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mission declared that financial statements presented in this way would not provide a true and
fair reflection of the club’s assets, liabilities, financial position and profitability. Equally questionable was the practice of inflating the cost of
players bought and sold – the so-called Plus
Valenza. A good example was the half dozen or

Does the future look brighter for Milan? In some
ways, the issues facing Italian football are not a
million miles away from the problems that confronted the English game in the 1980s – racism,
fan violence and dilapidated stadia. On top of that,
Italy has to rid itself of its nasty habit of being
prone to corruption and Inter’s Thohir was quite

Milan as a footballing empire is at a tipping point at this
moment – UEFA needs a successful Italy, can Milan deliver
that?
realistic when he warned: “If we get another Calciopoli, Serie A will be dead.” You only need consider how other parts of Europe have seen their
domestic football bastardised and sent into the
dark corners of the room by the all-consuming
English Premier League, Bundesliga and La Liga
to see how marketing can create a product that absolutely everyone wants a part of.

so players trafficed between the two Milan clubs
between 1999 and 2002, transactions that all
yielded a profit of EUR 3.5m each time.
Fall and rise?
Milan’s decline really took hold in 2013 after Fininvest, the company formed by Berlusconi, suffered heavy losses. Milan had an unprecedented
clear-out of its star names, with Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Thiago Silva heading to Paris St.
Germain, and other big signings like Clarence
Seedorf and Mark van Bommel also leaving. Since then, Milan have looked decidedly bargain basement. Inter, meanwhile, have drastically
lost momentum since the 2010 team – which was
packed with veterans – departed, along with Jose
Mourinho.

The footballing empire of Milan is at a tipping
point right now. They are both still among Europe’s wealthiest clubs, but they have lost substantial ground. Unless they address their lack of
competitiveness – it is not possible to live by turnstiles alone today – Milan and Inter, and indeed,
Italian football, could slip back even further if the
warning signs are not heeded. And it’s no longer
enough to be a leading club in a domestic league,
you also have to compete on a global stage for
players and success. That’s the challenge for the
impeccably tailored suits of Milan…

When Roberto Mancini returned to Inter in November 2014, there were high hopes that the man
who guided the club to three Serie A titles and
two victories in the Coppa Italia would rekindle
the good old days. But the cynics would say that
Mancini’s Inter made hay will the sun was shining
as Juventus and Milan were embroiled in scandals. The first of those titles was achieved weeks
after the season had ended, with Inter in third
place, but with Juve and AC penalised, Inter were
awarded the Scudetto by default. In the years that
followed, Inter were by far the strongest team and
although Mancini was successful, his brand of
football was often at odds with the fans’ call for
an attractive Inter. Today, Inter fans are divided
about Mancini’s return and the fracas at the end of
the game with Sassuolo between players and supporters, underlined the winter of discontent at the
San Siro.

February 2015
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Bohemian rhapsody – Josef Masopust and Dukla

Behind the Iron Curtain, popular opinion told
us, it was a grey, totalitarian world where spies
drank thick black coffee in cafes, children informed on their parents, smoke-chugging cars
rolled off production lines and food queues, for
inedible black bread, went on for miles. The lin-

Along with Lev Yashin, Ferenc Puskas and Florian Albert, Masopust was one of the finest players to emerge from the Iron Curtain. Masopust
spent 14 years with Dukla Prague, a club that has
been made famous by Half Man Half Biscuit’s,
“All I want for Christmas is a Dukla Prague away

Masopust became a hero, in contrast to Dukla’s reputation
gua franca was strictly Russian. As for football,
teams were supposedly mysterious, functional,
militaristic and tough. They were known as
“Crack” Hungarians, Bulgarians and East Germans. But while these teams were hard to beat, it
was the latin contingent in Europe that emerged
as the dominant forces, notably the Spanish and
Italians. In 1962, the trend was broken when one
Josef Masopust, a 31 year-old Czech, was named
European Footballer of the Year.
Masopust combined the silky skills of a Brazilian
with the typical work-rate of an Eastern Bloc forager. He was a state hero – he still is – in the former Czechoslavakia after leading his country to
third place in the European Championship in 1960
and runners-up in the World Cup two years later.

kit.” But the fact is, Dukla were never a very popular outfit because of the club’s army roots.
Even when Dukla were at their peak, such as in
1965-66 when they won the Czech league for the
fifth time in six years, they averaged 9,000 people
per game, while Prague rivals Sparta and Slavia
were drawing bigger crowds. Despite this,
Masopust himself became a much-loved figure.
He was the figurehead of Communist era football
in Czechoslavakia. Dukla were formed as ATK in
1948 by the Czechoslovak Army, taking the name
Dukla in commemoration of the Battle of the
Dukla Pass in World War Two. Being the Army
team, Dukla could take their pick of the country’s
best players, including those of Sparta and Slavia,

the two clubs that dominated Czech football before the War. It was highly competitive, as the
club had 64 players to choose from, many of
whom were established members of the national
team. Hardly surprising that Dukla won title after
title in the 1960s, with Masopust at the heart of
their midfield.

game by Mexico, but still qualified for the quarter-finals. Over the next two rounds, they beat
Hungary 1-0 and Yugoslavia 3-1. The Czechs,
who had developed their so-called “passing
game”, Ceske Ulice, to good effect, found themselves in the final with Brazil.

For one minute, the Czechs were champions of the world
Born in 1931, the son of a lignite miner, Masopust
joined Dukla in 1952. He was born near Most, a
town that suffered at the hands of demolition as
much as it did from two world wars. It had
changed hands several times over a 200-year period, passing from Austro-Hungarian rule to
Czechoslavakia, then from Nazi Germany back to
Czechoslavakia and then finally, on to the Czech
Republic. Masopust’s first club was ZSJ Uhlomost (now called FK Nanik Most), whom he
signed for in 1950 as an old fashioned left half
who could not only control a game with his immaculate passing, but also run hard for 90
minutes. He then went on to ZSJ Technomat Teplice before joining Dukla.

Masopust, never the most prolific of scorers, put
the Czechs ahead after 15 minutes. He told World
Soccer in 1970: “Match by match we grew in confidence and stature, and in the final, we had nothing to lose. Before the kick-off it was agreed all
round we’d show everyone we could play a bit,
without rough play or defensive tactics, and suddenly we were in front.”
“Right winger Pospichal, who had replaced
Stribani and Kvasnak, started the move with a
one-two out on the right. Pospichal was shuffling
up to Nilton Santos, who stood away and refused
to challenge, and with Zozimo and Mauro moving
across to cover him, they left a terrific hole on the
left. I was on my way. At every step I knew I
would score if I got the ball. I ran 30 yards to the
edge of the Brazilian box, and, with Nilton Santos
still standing off, Pospichal laid the pass just right.
All I had to do was control the ball, look up and
pop it home.”

Masopust’s transfer to Dukla was controversial as
many clubs were interested in him, but the Army
club’s “cherry picking” strategy made the young
man from most unpopular, in stark contrast to the
way he was idolised later on in his career.

But almost immediately, Brazil equalised. “For
one minute, we were champions of the world,” recalled Masopust. “But then Amarildo scored and
in the second half, they scored two more from
Zito and Vava. It was disappointing to lose, of
course, but the legacy from that time lasted all
these years.”

He made his debut for Czechoslavakia in 1954
and went on to win 63 caps. He featured in the
1958 World Cup, but it was the 1960 European
Championship that first earmarked Masopust on
the international stage. The Czechs finished in
third place, losing in the semi-final to the USSR.
Two years on in Chile, Masopust and his teammates surprised everyone by reaching the World
Cup final. The Czechs had qualified for the trip to
South America by disposing of Scotland and the
Republic of Ireland but in Chile, nobody gave
them much chance of coming out of a group comprising holders Brazil, Mexico and Spain.
Masopust later recalled that the Czech team had
been told not to unpack their bags as they would
be leaving [Chile] soon.

The Czechs went home bemoaning that goalkeeper Viliam Schrojf, named the best in the tournament before the final, had made two errors that
had helped Brazil on their way. “They were the
best team in the world, though, despite not having
Pele in their side, who was injured,” admitted
Masopust.
But Pele, among others, was left with a great impression of the Czech maestro. “Masopust was a
midfielder of such technique he gave the impression of being born in Brazil, not in Europe. He

But they defied the odds and beat Spain 1-0, drew
0-0 with Brazil and were beaten in their last group
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was comparable to players like Platini, Beckenbauer and Xavi. He was also a man of great intelligence off the pitch.”

keynote of his game and his personality. In hot,
gay Rio, he was the player who spent his evenings
quietly with his fiancée, his Sunday mornings in
church.”
Money never really came into it. After Chile
1962, the Czech team returned to Prague as heroes
and were invited to a reception at the Palace at
Hradcani to meet the Minister of Defence. The
squad listened to speeches for over an hour and
then, expecting to get some kind of bonus, each
member was presented with a book on the importance of sport in society, autographed by the
Minister, the author.
Back at Dukla, Mosopust played his part in continued success for the club. In 1966-67. Dukla,
with Masopust 35 years old and playing a more
withdrawn role, reached the last four of the European Cup. They had beaten Esbjerg of Denmark,
Belgian champions Anderlecht and an up-andcoming Ajax before losing to eventual winners
Celtic.
In 1968, the Dukla legend was released and was
allowed to play abroad. He went to Belgium as
player coach of Crossing Molenbeek. He returned
to Dukla in 1973 as coach and was asked to manage his country in 1984.
Josef Masopust remains a legend in his own lifetime – he’s still in circulation and much sought after whenever World Cup years come around. The
Czech magazine, Gol, named him “Czech footballer of the century” a few years ago, and rightly
so. As World Soccer said in June 1962, he was
“one of the modern masters”.

By the end of 1962, the pundits had recognised
Masopust as one of the outstanding players of the
World Cup and he was awarded the Ballon d’Or,
the Golden Ball, by France Football as Europe’s
top player. He was voted number one ahead of the
great Eusebio of Benfica and Karl-Heinz Schnellinger of FC Cologne. Masopus dedicated the
award to his colleagues in Chile, but the critics
knew only too well that without the player known
as “the Knight”, Czechoslavakia would not have
reached the final. World Soccer, in February 1963,
commented: “Some may still say
‘Masopust…never heard of him’, but take it from
me, he’s an outstanding ball player and a shrewd
tactician. The award could not have been given to
a nicer fellow, or a more dedicated footballer.”

December 2014

Indeed, Masopust’s approach was much admired.
Brian Glanville, in his seminal work, “The Story
of the World Cup”, said: “Seriousness was the
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Goulash communism and comrade Janos

In April 1958, Vasas Budapest beat Real Madrid
2-0 in the second leg of the European Cup semifinal in front of 100,000 people in the Nep Stadium. They had already lost the first leg 4-0 in
Spain, so a run that saw them beat CSKA Sofia,
Young Boys of Berne and Ajax Amsterdam came
to an end.
This past week, Vasas played in front of a handful
of people in the Hungarian League Cup, beating
Ajka from the hills of Bakony by 2-1. There was a
generous crowd of 200 at the Rudolf Illovszky
stadium for a very low key game.
Vasas and Ajka, both members of the Hungarian
second division, are in the same group as Ujpest
and Videoton, so they have their work cut out if
they are to get through. On the same night (October 15), Ujpest beat Videoton 1-0.

first post-revolution champions of Hungary, they
emerged from the shadows of the state-favoured
Honved and MTK.
League cup games aside, which the world over
never attract the better crowds, Vasas have been
getting higher attendances than in the past couple
of years. The last two seasons have seen them dip
to below 1,000, averaging 927 in 2013-14. So far,
with Vasas making another bid to reclaim their
top flight place, crowds in their Fay Utca ground
are averaging 1,800-plus.
Vasas have always been a “workers club”,
founded in 1911 by members of the Hungarian
Union of Iron Workers – Vase-es-Femmunkasok
Sport Clubja, “the sport club of iron and steel
workers”. I was intrigued to read that Vasas was
the favourite club of Janos Kadar, the Hungarian
communist leader who formed the first post-revo-

Vasas was the favourite club of Janos Kadar, who founded
the first post-revolution government
If Budapest football is the Beatles, then Vasas
would be the fifth member. They have always
been the poorer relation among the city’s senior
clubs, but they have enjoyed good times, witness
the European Cup run of 1957-58 when, as the

lution government. Kadar loved Vasas and even in
his political hey-day, could be seen in the crowd.
He played for Vasas when he was young and became president in the 1950s. Kadar was responsi-

ble for what became known as “goulash communism” and Hungary was widely acknowledged
to be the best place to live in the Eastern bloc.
“The happiest barrack”, as it was known in Warsaw Pact circles.

After handing over my 600 Hungarian forints
(about £ 1.56) I noticed two youngsters selling
what I was later told is the traditional matchday
snack in Hungary: sunflower and pumpkin seeds.
Holland & Barratt would be proud of Budapest’s
football lovers. Naturally, being Budapest, paprika
had to come into it somewhere, thinly coating the
pumpkin seeds.

Vasas have won the Hungarian league six times,
the last being in 1977. They have also picked up
four Hungarian Cups, the most recent being in
1986 when they beat Ferencvaros on penalties in
the Nep Stadium. That all seems a long time ago
now and the Illovszky stadium has clearly seen
better days. But there’s no mistaking which part of
Europe you’re in when
you catch a glimpse of the
giant floodlights. If Communism was all about illuminating people’s lives,
then they got a lot of help
from their stadium lighting.

The next stage was actually getting into the
ground. Bag search. The hi-vis jacketed woman
pored over my iPad, smart phone, fountain pen
and Dictaphone, but realised I was harmless and
ushered me on to the seating area which was opposite the “big lamp”, in other words, that sci-fi
floodlight. Up some stairs, waving my ticket like
Neville Chamberlain at Croydon Aerodrome, and
I was in….staring at a near-empty ground.
Around 200 people were dotted around, most
looking disinterested in the game between Vasas
and Ajka. At the far end of the ground, a gaggle of
policemen were perched by the scoreboard, another classic Eastern European edifice. There was
no requirement to sort out “home” and “visitor”,
but if there were any Ajka fans present, they were
segregated. The game was not up to much, although for Vasas, Csaba Preklet looked useful, displaying energy and a little bit of skill. It was goalless at half-time, but in the 52nd minute, Milan
Kalasz gave the visitors the lead. On the hour,
Janos Lazok, an experienced striker who has been
capped by Hungary, levelled the scores. And with
16 minutes remaining, substitute Istvan Ferenczi,
who is 37 years old and has also represented Hungary, scored the winner.

All roads certainly didn’t
lead to Vasas, however.
My taxi driver was surprised when I told him I
wanted to go to see Vasas
play football. The internet said that kick-off was
6.30pm, but when I arrived, desperately trying to
communicate with hand signals and phonetics, I
heard the referee’s whistle blow. A stern militaristic policeman told me I would need to go to the
ticket booth – insisting that I make it clear if I am
home or visitor. I told him I was from England
and he smirked, “And you have come to see
Vasas?” The locals were not selling it to me.
It was 6pm and I couldn’t just walk in – I had to
get a ticket outside the ground before entering it.
In a small white booth on the main street, a large,
shaven-headed man with a heavy metal t-shirt was
selling tickets for the game. “Do you speak English,” I asked. “No”. “Oh shit,” I replied in frustration, as I hate missing the start of a game. I would
love to say that I responded: “Szeretnék venni egy
jegyet a labdarúgó-mérkőzés,” but I merely attempted a combination of Boxing Day charades
and the sort of hand movements that Pat Keysell
used to employ on BBC TV’s Vision On in the
1960s. I’m not sure the friendly giant in the cabin
appreciated my demonstration of wanting a seat –
he may have interpreted it as a question about the
whereabouts of the toilet!

It was an interesting exercise. Light on quality and
another sad reminder that Hungarian football is
one of the sick-men of the world’s favourite game.
One Vasas supporter sat with a Liverpool shirt on.
I felt a little resentment that the English game,
popular though it may be, helped to create the situation we find across large parts of Europe. That
lad should be wearing a Vasas shirt, or at least another Hungarian club shirt. I doubt he would be
able to put a pin the map to tell you where Liverpool is. “Hajra Vasas!” (Vasas Go!), as they say in
the streets surrounding the Illsovszky stadium……
October 2014
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Santos – the team that started the legend

“I compare the Santos 62 team with the national
team of Brazil in 70. These are the two best football teams I have ever seen.” That was the view
of Benfica and Portugal’s Antonio Simoes, who
witnessed, first-hand, the power of the Sao
Paolo-based team that was arguably the best in
the world between 1962 and 1963.
Santos gave us Pele. They have given us Neymar,
who may or may not go on to become a true great.
They were ambassadors for the Brazilian game
and they also laid the foundation for the Brazil
1970 team that has been the benchmark for every
Seleção Brasileira since that hot summer in Mexico.
Such is the myopia of the game that when anyone
brings up the subject of football’s greatest club
sides, the narrative rarely goes beyond Europe –
Ajax, Real Madrid, Barcelona, Bayern Munich
and so on and so forth. Because the golden age of
Santos preceded the mass media age, the world’s
access to Pele and his club team-mates was extremely limited. Yet logically, the country that
spawned two World Cup winning teams in 1958
and 1962 surely had to have an outstanding club
side or two?
The club remains one of the great “names” of Brazilian football – they were one of the original

members of Clube dos 13, a kind of consortium
formed to look after the interests of the Brazilian
game. And they have never been relegated in their
history, which dates back to the day Titanic sunk.
But the days when Santos were the nearest equivalent to basketball’s Harlem Globetrotters have
long gone, although between 2009 and 2013, they
enjoyed a renaissance period that included their
third Copa Libertadores triumph.
While Santos heralded this period as the time of
the “second Santasticos”, the club will always be
better known for the “Os Santasticos” era when
Santos won everything, delighted crowds and influenced world football in no small way. It was
the age of Pele, Coutinho, Gilmar, Pepe and Zito.
Lula’s boys
The guiding hand behind this collection of extremely talented individuals was Luis Alonso Perez, better known as “Lula”. He managed Santos
between 1954 and 1966 and became one of the
most successful coaches in Brazilian football history.
Santos were not a particularly wealthy club – their
attendances, even today, trail behind state rivals
Corinthians and Sao Paolo. They focused on securing youngsters that had natural ability that
could be harnessed to produce exciting, crafty

football. While some of these young players were
local, they also came from Minas Gerais, Rio
Grande Do Sul and Santa Catarina states.

the Copa Libertadores, beating Penarol 3-0 in a
play-off with Pele scoring twice. This pitched
Santos against Benfica, the European Cup Winners in a two-legged World Club Championship.
Benfica had Eusebio, the man who had torn Real
Madrid apart (Puskas, Di Stefano et al) in Amsterdam as Benfica won 5-3 and broke the strangehold the Spaniards had on the competition.

Lula also brought Brazilian World Cup star Jair
from Palmeiras in the twilight years of his career.
Jair helped bring Santos’ young players along before ending his playing days with a junior Sao
Paolo team.

Pele versus Eusebio – what a duel!
It was Pele versus Eusebio, or at least, that’s how
the media saw it. The first leg, played in Rio de
Janiero in front of 90,000 people, saw Santos win
3-2 but it was the second leg in Lisbon that really
awakened the world to this outstanding Brazilian
side. Pele scored three times in an hour as Santos
ran up a five-goal lead. Only two goals in the last
five minutes put some respectability on the scoreline. An aggregate score of 8-4 said it all. And it
was no fluke, because a year later, Santos did it
again. They had secured a second consecutive
Copa Libertadores by beating Boca Juniors in the
final, with Pele and Coutinho underlining their
value to Santos.

Lula was one of the first true exponents of the 44-2 formation and found the perfect player to exploit the role of the slightly withdrawn inside forward, a young lad from Tres Coracoes, Minas Gerais. His name was Edson Arantes do Nascimento,
better known as Pele. Within a year of signing for
Santos, Pele had been called up for national team
duty.
With Pele in the team, Santos won the Sao Paulo
state championship – the Paulista – in 1958 and
their new prodigy scored a massive 58 goals.
Pele’s own story gathered momentum in the summer of 1958 when he was tearfully part of the
Brazil team that won the World Cup. But Santos
also had other young players that would make a
startling impact. Coutinho was a few years
younger than Pele, but after the great man, he is
considered to be Santos’ finest player.

This time, they met AC Milan, with both sides
winning their home legs 4-2. In a play-off in the
Maracana, Santos won 1-0, but Pele was missing
due to injury. Nevertheless, two grand slams
marked Santos as possibly the finest club side of
their time. In 1962 and 1963, they had won the
Brazilian championship, the Copa Libertadores
and the World Club Championship.

Coutinho and Pele were lethal together. It was
said that between them, they notched 80% of Santos’ goals. But Coutinho never quite got the international recognition of his more celebrated partner. Pele and Coutinho both benefitted from the
wing-play of Pepe, who was also known for his
blistering shot. As well as such rare talent as Pele
and Coutinho, Lula also brought on youngsters
like Dorval, a fast wide man and defensive midfielder Mengalvio. Blended in with more experienced heads, Santos created an irresistible side in
the early 1960s.

Decline
Pele stayed with Santos until his retirement from
Brazilian football. But on the field, Santos found
it hard to maintain their early 1960s success. They
were never a wealthy club, but they paid their
players handsomely to keep Pele and his team-mates together.
By the late 1960s, however, Santos had slipped
from their pedestal. In 1962, they had provided
seven of the Brazilian World Cup squad. In 1970,
this had dropped to five with three – Pele himself,
Carlos Alberto and Clodoaldo in the starting lineup.

Double World Champions
With Lula in charge, Santos couldn’t help but win
trophies. They were state champions eight times
between 1960 and 1969 and won six national
championships in that period. In 1962, they won
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Santos withdrew from the Copa Libertadores in
order to leverage off their name. They became
football’s equivalent of the Harlem Globetrotters,
taking their prize asset around the world in exhibition matches and prestige friendlies. The word
was that Pele’s deal with Santos included part of
the fee the club received for such games. They
turned up at places like Plymouth Argyle, Fulham
and Sheffield Wednesday on their travels, among
other destinations around Europe.

group stage and in the knockout phase, disposing
of Mexico’s America, Colombia’s Once Caldas
and Cerro Porteno again in the semi-final.
In the final, they met up with old rivals Penarol,
drawing 0-0 in Montevideo before winning 2-1 in
Sao Paulo. Neymar and Danilo scored the goals
and the former was named player of the competition.
They tried gamely to defend their title in 2012, but
Sao Paulo rivals Corinthians beat them in the

It’s worth noting that the reality of Brazilian foot-

The reality of Brazilian football is far removed from the myth
ball, even back in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
was far removed from the myth. In 1967, for example, the average attendances in the national
league was just 20,000. The nation’s domestic
football was invariably disorganised and corruption was never far from the surface. Compare that
to the popular opinion that Brazilian football was
a heady mixture of happy, samba-dancing fans
watching improvisational ball-jugglers.

semi-final. Neymar was soon on his way to Barcelona, heralded as the latest “new Pele”.
Santos today cannot be considered among the
world’s best club teams. Indeed, they cannot claim
to be the top side in the state of Sao Paolo. In
2014, Santos surprisingly lost the state championship final to little Itauno, the club owned by former Middlesbrough favourite Juninho. And in
Serie A, they finished in ninth spot, a fairly consistent placing over the last five years for the club
that once dominated Brazilian football.

Santos won many friends around the world, but
silverware back in Brazil dried up. Their last national championship for 34 years was in 1968 and
even the state titles became rarer. Pele retired in
1974 to join New York Cosmos and the club suffered financial problems on more than one occasion.

Currently back in Brazil is Robinho, scoring and
creating goals for the Peixe (fish) in the state
championships that precede the 2015 national
league. Santos are unbeaten in eight first stage
games in the Paulista and the former Manchester
City and Real Madrid player is among the top
scorers.

The second coming
In the 21st Century, Santos have won two Serie A
titles – 2002 and 2004. This was the Santos of
young Robinho, from whom much was expected.
But it was the team that wore the club’s colours
between 2008 and 2013 that really brought Santos
back to the forefront. This young and vibrant
team, which included Neymar and Paulo Henrique
Gansa, as well as the returning Robinho, won
three state championships between 2010 and 2012
and the Copa Do Brasil in 2010.

Anyone who puts on the white shirt of Santos has
a lot to live up to. They may not be world-beaters
anymore, but as long as we remember Pele, the
name “Santos” will always mean something special…and not just down South America way.
March 2015

But the most notable achievement was to secure
the club’s third Copa Libertadores in 2011. The
cynics might suggest that Santos avoided the big
guns most of the way through the competition,
beating Cerro Porteno (Paraguay), Colo Colo
(Chile) and Deportivo Tachira (Venezuela) in the
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Estudiantes de la Plata, the one-time bogey men

In the mid-to-late 1960s, Argentine football had
acquired a dark image. In 1966, the national
team left the field at Wembley, after an ill-tempered World Cup quarter-final, to chants of “animals, animals”, a sentiment that was echoed by
prickly England manager Sir Alf Ramsey. A year
later, violence erupted in the World Club Championship between Celtic and Racing Club of
Buenos Aires, with multiple sending-offs and deplorable behaviour on and off the field. When, in
1968, European champions Manchester United
met another team from Argentina, Estudiantes
de La Plata, there were understandable fears of
a bloodbath. Those fears were not without foundation.
When Estudiantes, a club that dates back to 1905,
came to prominence, they broke the stranglehold
of the Buenos Aires quintet: Boca Juniors, River
Plate, Racing Club, San Lorenzo and Independiente, all of whom had dominated Argentine
domestic football. Estudiantes was considered a
small club from a city that, between 1952 and
1955, was renamed Eva Peron City.

In 1967, however, Estudiantes won the Campeonato Metropolitano, beating Racing 3-0 in the final. They then finished runners-up in the Campeonato Nacional and qualified for the Copa Libertadores.
Killer juveniles
Estudiantes didn’t just win the Argentine title,
they unleashed a new style of football that opened
up an era of cynicism, gamesmanship and ill-discipline. The instigator was coach Osvaldo
Zubeldia, a former player with, among others, Velez Sarsfield and Boca Juniors. Zubledia compiled
dossiers, in much the same way Don Revie did at
Leeds, of teams, their tactics and what made them
tick. He set out to stop the opposition at all costs.
Unsurprisingly, this was best executed by
younger, more impressionable players. The Estudiantes side that won the Argentine league in 1967
and then the Copa Libertadores for three consecutive years was built around the club’s successful
under-19 team. They were called, “a tercera que
mata,” which translated, rather ominously, to “the
killer juveniles”.

They set out to put the opposition off their game
and even went as far as pricking players with needles as they went into a tackle.

was incensed, with the Times describing them as,
“One of the most despicable teams ever to emerge
from South America.”
Tricampeon
Estudiantes regained their Copa Libertadores title
in 1969, beating Uruguay’s Nacional 3-0 on aggregate in the final. They met Milan in the World
Club Championship and it was here that the tide
of popular opinion turned heavily against the club.
They were brushed aside 3-0 by Milan in the San
Siro stadium in the first leg, with one of the goals
scored by Nestor Combin, an Argentine. In the
second leg, all hell broke loose. Estudiantes won
2-1, but a number of Italian players were assaulted
and Combin was arrested after the game for
“draft-dodging” as he lay bleeding and broken following an assault on the pitch. Goalkeeper Alberto Pelotti, who had kicked Combin and
punched Gianni Rivera of Milan before fighting
with fans, was subsequently imprisoned for a
short time (a tough regime, Argentina), along with
Ramon Aguirre Suarez and Eduardo Manera.

After topping the domestic league, Estudiantes
won the Copa Libertadores, beating Brazil’s Palmeiras in the final after disposing of two of the giants of the Argentine game, Independiente and
Racing. The competition saw the emergence of
Juan Ramon Veron, a richly skilful player renowned for his technique and aggression. Veron
was nicknamed “La Bruja” – the witch, and when
Estudiantes met Manchester United for the World
Club Championship, this name was used as part of
the demonising process that took place in the media.

Argentina, who were bidding for the 1978 World
Cup, tried to distance themselves from the behaviour of the Estudiantes team. Suddenly, people
were accusing Zubeldia’s team of playing “el antifutbol”. Although players like Suarez and Luis
Medina had reputations for being violent on the
pitch, Estudiantes also had cultured players like
Carlos Bilardo, who would later coach Argentina
to World Cup glory in 1986, and Raul Medina.

Not everyone was anti-Estudiantes, however. The
magazine, El Grafico described Zubledia’s team
as “Young, strong disciplined, vigorous, spiritual
and upright” and suggested they were a great example to the nation’s youth.
Anyone present at the two games with Manchester
United would not endorse that view. Estudiantes
won the first leg 1-0 in Buenos Aires, aided by a
catalogue of fouls and provocative tactics. Nobby
Stiles, who had been targeted by the Argentine
press in much the way some of Estudiantes players were in the return, was sent off. “We should
never go there again,” said George Best, after being subjected to an evening of ill-treatment.

The negative publicity didn’t stop them from winning a third Copa Libertadores in 1970, overcoming another Uruguayan side, Penoral, 1-0 over two
legs. But a year later, when their run of triumph
ended in the final against Nacional, the team
started to split up. They have won it only once –
2009 – since that glorious, and infamous, period.
Ironically, in their line-up in 2009 was Juan Sebastian Veron, the son of Juan Ramon Veron.
They were coached by Alejandro Sabella, who led
the national team to the World Cup final in 2014.

The second leg was no better. Veron scored an
early goal to extend the aggregate and United
were kicked, tripped and punched for the entire 90
minutes. Best was sent off near the end after a foul
too far and although Willie Morgan equalised in
the dying seconds, Estudiantes won with the
sound of jeering in their ears. The British press

Estudiantes is a name that refuses to be forgotten.
They left their mark on world football during the
club’s most successful period. But amid the brutality, they did have some fine players. Sadly, they
will probably be remembered for the wrong reasons. September 2014
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Pegasus – the New Elizabethans

Post-war Britain, a land of austerity, near-bankruptcy and rationing. Football was enjoying a
boom in attendances, brylcreem proliferated the
dressing rooms and players enjoyed a Woodbine
at the final whistle. It was a golden age for the
game in terms of the star names that captivated
their audience: Matthews, Finney, Lofthouse,
Mannion and so on and so forth.

For some years, an anti-football movement had
been building among Britain’s middle-class. Although the second world war had eroded some of
the landed gentry’s confidence and game-cock
self-assurance, they looked upon “Association” as
the sport of the sweaty, horney-handed sons of the
soil. This was highly prevalent among professional folk, notably in the City of London, where
“rugger” and “cricket” were the codes of choice.

Pegasus emerged in the century of the common man
It was also a flourishing time for the amateur
game. Crowds were healthy, there were still flickers of the old Corinthian age and the FA Amateur
Cup could attract close to 100,000 people to
Wembley. When you consider that today, around
150,000 watch the entire Southern League Premier in a season, that is a significant achievement!
Against this backdrop, Pegasus Football Club, the
last of the great amateur institutions, was established.

This was perfectly captured by that grand old
FIFA man, Sir Stanley Rous, who commented: “If
this can be termed the century of the common
man, then soccer, of all sports, is surely his
game.”
Some people wanted to recapture the old spirit of
the pre-war amateur days, when handshakes were
firm and adversaries had a slap-up tea after meeting on the field of play.

Professor Harold Thompson, who later found
fame – and some infamy – as the head of the Football Association, was a man of great intellect.
Something of a donnish figure at Oxford University, Thompson was renowned as an inspirational
teacher who could mix it with quantum physicists
and atomic energy scientists alike. He was definitely a man of the new nuclear age.

leagues claimed to be amateur, few could look
people in the eye and say that money did not
change hands. Pegasus were strictly amateur,
drawing their players from undergraduates and
those students who were one year away from the
universities. There was another important facet to
the club, and that was in demonstrating that the
public schools and universities still had something
to offer football, although they could never be as
influential as they were in the developing years of
the game.

But Thompson also drew great satisfaction from
the old amateur code, the ethos of fair play and
“the game for the game’s sake” underpinned by
strong Olympian ideals. As professional football
became, well, more “professional”, attracting
sneers of disapproval from the educated classes,
Thompson sought to create a throwback to the
classical days of the Corinthians and the Casuals

Pushing and running?
Pegasus firmly adhered to a purist approach to
playing the game. This was understandable given
their coach at one stage, Bill Nicholson, was a

Pegasus were a throwback, and they were out ot prove a
point – that the public schools and universities were still
relevant to football
member of the “push and run” Tottenham team
that won the Football League in 1951 under Arthur Rowe. Nicholson said some years later that
his stint with the varsity teams and Pegasus helped
shape his thinking for his managerial career. Vic
Buckingham, another progressive coach who may
just have had some influence on the development
of “Total Football” in the 1970s, also worked with
both Oxford and Cambridge Universities and Pegasus.

that could also aspire to being something very
unique and modern. Uppermost in his mind was a
way to remind people that both the working man
and people like Oxbridge undergraduates could
both enjoy a sport that had acquired, following
World War One, a cloth cap and rattle image. Pegasus, a team drawn from Oxford and Cambridge
Universities and the brainchild of Thompson, was
founded in 1948.
Moral compass

The influence of Nicholson and Buckingham
meant that Pegasus played very fluid, passing
football. They were also very fit, no doubt attributable to Bill Nick’s emphasis on physical
training. Possibly encouraged by the FA, there
was no shortage of current or former professionals
willing to assist Pegasus, either with coaching or
backroom advice.

It would be prudish to assume that the amateur
game in the 1950s was a utopian world of backslaps and shin-pads. The “brown envelopes in
boots” practice was widespread but it wasn’t until
the early 1960s, and largely because of a clumsy
conversation between the President of Hitchin
Town of the Athenian League and a journalist,
that the truth hit the media. Sid Stapleton became,
in many ways, the “whistle blower” and was exiled for doing it. But back in the early 1950s,
many felt that professionalism was damaging
football at all levels, let alone the amateurs.

This was evident immediately after the club’s first
game, a 1-0 win against Arsenal’s reserve side,
when the Gunners sent Joe Mercer and Leslie
Compton to coach the club. Pegasus played their
home games mostly at Iffley Road, the historic
ground where Roger Bannister ran the first fourminute mile. But they didn’t play in a league although Thompson pushed for their admittance into
the FA Amateur Cup, but on almost preferential

Thompson’s decision to form Pegasus FC provided something of a moral victory for the FA in
its battle against “shamateurism”. Although clubs
in the Isthmian, Athenian and other similar
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terms, allowing them to get the annual Varsity
Match out of the way before entering the competition.

of amateurism in its undiluted form. The final
again played before a full house at Wembley, but
this time, Pegasus easily rolled over the opposition, winning 6-0. Pegasus were too fast for the
Essex side and equalled the highest score for the
FA Amateur Cup final, thanks to goals from captain D.F. Saunders (Scarborough and Exeter) and
J.S. Laybourne (Hookergate G.S. and Emmanuel)
aswell as two apiece from R. Sutcliffe (Chadderton G.S. and St.John’s Cambridge) and D.B. Carr
(Repton and Worcester).

In the 1948-49 Amateur Cup, Pegasus reached the
last eight, losing the quarter-final at Iffley Road 34 to Bromley in front of 12,000 people. Big, curious crowds were commonplace for the club in the
competition and in 1951, Pegasus reached Wembley. On the way to meeting one of the pre-eminent names of the amateur game, Bishop Auckland, they beat Slough, Brentwood & Warley, Oxford City and in the semi-final, Hendon in a
Selhurst Park replay. In the first meeting, at Highbury, Hendon were within seconds of beating the
varsity side and even after Pegasus had equalised
in the 86th minute through J.D.P. Tanner (Charterhouse and Brasenose College, Oxford), Hendon
had the chance to win through a late penalty. But
goalkeeper B.R. Brown (Mexborough G.S and
Oriel, Oxford), saved Adams’ kick. The replay
was exciting, with Hendon twice leading before
J.A. Dutchman (Cockburn H.S. and Kings College, Cambridge), scored two late goals to win the
game 3-2. Winger H.A. Pawson (Winchester and
Christ Church, Oxford) scored the other Pegasus
goal.

Influential
Pegasus would never close again to winning the
competition and in 1953-54 and 1954-55, they
were beaten in the quarter-finals by Brigg Sports
and Wycombe Wanderers respectively. But by
1954, Pegasus could also claim to be able to field
a full 11 England amateur internationals, including Brown, Ralph Cowan, Tanner, Potts, Pawson
and Saunders. The club’s influence had also reinvigorated the annual Oxford v Cambridge game,
with Wembley now hosting the meeting of feet as
well as minds.
By the early 1960s, however, Pegasus had started
to wane. After a handful of poor performances in
the FA Amateur Cup, and a decline in the quality
of players turning out for the club, they had to
weave their way through the qualifying stages. In
1963, they decided to fold.

The final attracted 100,000 people to Wembley.
Auckland were runners-up in 1950 and were
Northern League Champions. After a goalless first
half, Pegasus went ahead in the 52nd minute
through H.J. Potts (Stand G.S. and Keble, Oxford)
following a move that was reminiscent of Spurs’
ingenuity at set-pieces. John Tanner, described as
the “complete centre forward” in contemporary
reports, added a second before Auckland pulled
one back in the final minute of the game.

Had the job been done? In some ways it had, but
the amateur game that the club strove to protect
was dead 20 years later. But Geoffrey Green of
The Times, said Pegasus were one of the most important football teams of the 1950s, comparable to
Manchester United and Real Madrid in terms of
their influence – that’s some compliment. Today,
virtually every club that is called Pegasus – and
there’s a lot – owes its name to the duffle-coat
wearing undergrads of Oxford and Cambridge.

Wembley again
Pegasus’ grip on the FA Amateur Cup was only
brief, as they lost in the second round in 1951-52
to another northern giant, Crook Town, before a
10,000 crowd at Iffley Road. But in 1952-53, they
were back at Wembley to meet Harwich &
Parkeston of the Eastern Counties League.

Like their forerunners, however, the Corinthians
and the Casuals, Pegasus ultimately belonged to
another age. They wanted to represent the optimistic and hopeful new Elizabethan age, and for a
while, they lit up a grey and smoggy Britain. It
was grand while it lasted…

Hayes, Cockfield, Corinthian Casuals, Slough and
Southall were all beaten on route, with the game
against the Casuals attracting considerable media
attention – the meeting of the two standard bearers

August 2014
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Dear Mr. Sexton….sign Nijinsky

still is, despite professional Northerners like Stuart
Maconie doing their best to sell it to the South).
This was underlined in Hunter Davies’ 1972 book
on Tottenham called The Glory Game (a classic),
where Burnley’s Ralph Coates – who sadly died
very young – joins the club and adopts the stance
of a stranger in a strange town, much to the
amusement of his team-mates.

Between 1968 and 1971, the late Dave Sexton,
Chelsea’s softly-spoken and erudite manager, received a string of letters – written with a
duck-egg green Osmiroid pen – that highlighted
the skills and attributes of a midfielder plying his
trade with Manchester City. The young lad who
wrote these testimonials was giving Sexton the
benefit of his 10 years on the planet, his three
years of watching grainy Match of the Day programmes, and his desire to bring top-class talent
to Stamford Bridge. This lad, whose first football kit was not in Chelsea blue – that would
come later – but all white, the colours of Leeds
United and Real Madrid, wanted to create the All
Stars for Chelsea.

Bell was born in Hesleden, County Durham, so
he’s another player that slipped the net of Newcastle United. He joined Bury in 1963 and captained the team at a very young age. Malcolm Allison, coach of Manchester City spotted him and
picked up the scent of a great prospect. But typically, Allison played it down, describing Bell as a
no-hoper. Bell signed for City in 1966 and he was
a pivotal figure in a golden period for the club,
League Champions 1968, FA Cup 1969, Football
League Cup and European Cup Winners’ Cup in
1970.

Dear Mr. Sexton, I would like to recommend a
player who should be signed for Chelsea. His
name is Colin Bell, and he plays for Manchester
City. I think he would make a lot of goals for Peter Osgood and Bobby Tambling. I am 10 years
old and one day, I want to play for Chelsea. If not,
Manchester City.

Bell had energy and pace and could score outstanding goals. In 1970-71, Bell’s Chelsea admirer saw him play at Stamford Bridge. Bell silenced the bulk of the 52,000 crowd with a brilliant 20th minute volley from an Alan Oakes cross.
The 11 year-old looked up at the stands to try and

He created a wall chart that had his favourite players in a 2-3-5 formation. It was mostly built
around the Chelsea team of the time, but it also included a few players who he felt could make the

Sexton was aware of Bell’s qualities, but never tried to sign
him. Perhaps he felt Alan Hudson was a better bet?
Blues even better. It went: Bonetti, Harris,
Cooper, Hollins, England, Webb, Cooke, Bell,
Osgood, Tambling and Best. So as well as Bell,
Terry Cooper of Leeds, Mike England of Tottenham and George Best of Manchester United were
on the shopping list.

catch a glimpse of Dave Sexton and nod his
acknowledgement of a fine piece of skill. “I told
you, Mr Sexton. I told you.” Bell was also a favourite with the ladies. His shock of blond hair
won him many votes in the Football League Review’s best looking league table. The Chelsea
lad’s younger sister had a thing about him. His
name was easy to remember, after all. The lad
tried to explain to his father why, despite not playing for Chelsea, Colin Bell was one of his favourites. “They call him Nijinsky”, he said. His father,
pausing and stroking his chin, assumed that he
was referring to the legendary Russian ballet star.
“He could certainly dance. Does Colin Bell dance,
then?” Nijinsky was indeed his nickname, coined
by Malcolm Allison, but it was a reference to the
racehorse that was renowned for his stamina.

But it was Colin Bell that was central to this
youngster’s plans to transform Chelsea into a super power. Sexton was not oblivious to this request, and wrote back: “Thank you for the suggestion. We are very aware of Mr. Bell’s qualities
and consider him an excellent player. We are always keeping an eye on good players.” In hindsight, there was little chance that Bell would move
from Manchester to London. It just didn’t happen
very often in those days. He was a Northerner.
The North was a different world (it
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of that year in a Football League Cup tie with
Manchester United at Maine Road. That knee injury also put paid to his playing days, although he
attempted a comeback two years later. He played
around 400 games for City, scoring well over 100
goals.
Comparisons between the past and today are not
easy to make. Invariably the old codger in the
stand will claim “it was better in my day”. Furthermore, memories can often be short. There’s
enough footage around to see just how good Colin
Bell was. If there is anyone from his time that
could cut it in Premier League 2013, it was surely
“The King of the Kippax”.
The young lad, for what it’s worth, finally
bumped into a white-haired Dave Sexton in 2006.
He didn’t get the chance to say, “I told you so”.
He’s still waiting to meet Colin Bell. It’s hard
keeping pace with Nijinsky.
But Bell could certainly lead many an opposition
defence a dance. He returned to Chelsea in 197071 and tore the home side apart in the FA Cup,
scoring twice in a 3-0 win. The scribe of Stamford
Bridge could not resist a reminder letter to Dave
Sexton. “In two games, Colin Bell has ripped
Chelsea’s defence apart”, to which there was no
reply this time. Sexton really did know all about
Mr. Bell and the following season at least he did
sign a blond player – Chris Garland of Bristol City
(!).
Back at City, Bell never achieved as much as he
did in that 1968-70 period. He became a fixture in

Sexton did sign a blond
player in 1971 – Chris
Garland
the England squad, winning 48 caps, and represented the best the country had to offer in the
post-1966 era. Perhaps he could have replaced
Bobby Charlton earlier, but Sir Alf was never going to discard his team of winners that easily.
But Colin Bell’s England career came to an end in
1975, thanks to an injury he received in November
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The king may be dead, but he’s not forgotten

One day in January 1993, my telephone rang at
work. “Hello, mate, it’s Peter Osgood here.” I
hesitated, gasped and was a little nervous with
my reply. “I used to have a poster of you on my
bedroom wall,” I uttered. “I hope you still haven’t got it up,” he quipped.
Here was my boyhood hero, Peter Leslie Osgood,
born Windsor, February 20 1947, 6ft 1in tall, favourite food steak and chips, calling me on the telephone and talking to me about a sportsman’s dinner. I was, to use a much-used footballing cliché,
“over the bloody moon”. “See you Ossie,” I said
as the conversation ended, attracting some ribbing
for some years to come from those that overheard
the call.
Ironically, the day of that call was January 29,
1993, almost 23 years to the day that I saw P.L.
Osgood for the first time. My first Chelsea game,
Chelsea v Sunderland at Stamford Bridge. It is a
moment in time that I have never forgotten. A sort
of rite of passage for any football fan.
Osgood had been my idol from about nine years
old. At primary school, everyone seemed to support Manchester United. They were the League

Champions in 1967 and they had, of course,
Georgie Best, who made footballers trendy and
aligned to the mood of the time. He was a byproduct of the swinging sixties. “Osgood was
good, now he’s no good,” was one of the chants I
recall from playground antics. Osgood had burst
onto the scene in the mid-1960s and broke his leg
in 1966. In 1967-68, he was still trying to recapture the form that had him compared to legends
such as David Jack and Alfredo Di Stefano.
Arrogance
There was an air of arrogance about “Ossie” that
appealed to the young football fan. A swagger and
confidence that was as representative of the time
as Best’s long hair and his carefree appearance of
“shirt outside shorts”. He was the Michael Caine
of football, a Flashman-esque character with just a
hint of notoriety about him.
In 1968-69, he was still short of his best form, so
much so that Chelsea manager Dave Sexton
switched him into midfield, giving him the unfamiliar number four jersey. But in 1969-70, it all
came right for the “wizard of Oz”.

He formed a devastating partnership with Ian
Hutchinson, who effectively replaced the ageing
Bobby Tambling. The duo became one of the
most feared in the league and really, it was a coupling that lasted just one season, 1969-70.

action: Bonetti, Webb, McCreadie, Hollins,
Dempsey, Harris, Cooke, Hudson, Osgood,
Hutchinson, Houseman. Substitute was Baldwin.
Sunderland had a fine keeper in Jim Montgomery,
Colin Todd in defence and Dennis Tueart up front,
as well as Joe Baker and Bobby Kerr. They were
near the foot of the table and relegation bound.

The time was right for me to pay my first visit to
the Bridge. I had an aborted trip a few months earlier when we got as far as South Kensington before hearing that Chelsea’s game with Stoke City
had been called off. I was almost in tears. But at
last, January 31, 1970 heralded my initiation ceremony. My Dad had persuaded a workmate to take
me to the game.

But before Chelsea took a strangehold on the
game, Sunderland could have been two goals up.
Then Osgood struck with two goals in three
minutes. Then first came on 19 minutes when Peter Houseman’s cross was midhandled by the usually reliable Montgomery and Osgood shot high
into the net. An easy finish. Then on 22, Charlie
Cooke fed Osgood and he sent a swerving shot
past the Sunderland keeper.

Everything about that day is ingrained in my
memory. The journey on the tube – possibly my
first ever, invoking a sense of caution when walking up an escalator as a recent news report had recalled how a young girl had got her foot caught
and lost a leg – and the smell of cigar smoke ris-

While the near-40,000 crowd was expecting a deluge of goals, Chelsea seemed to ease-up. In fact,
there was some slow hand-clapping for a while as

He was the Michael Caine of football….with a touch of Flashman...
ing in the air at the ground. The pre-match music
– Love Grows (where my Rosemary goes) by Edison Lighthouse had just gone to number one
– and the chanting: “Osgood, Osgood, Osgood,
Osgood…born is the king of Stamford Bridge”.
Standing beside the players’ tunnel in the old East
Stand at Stamford Bridge, you could smell the
pre-match wintergreen filtering up from the dressing rooms. It all added to the air of expectation.
You also had the chance to see the opposition
manager, who more often than not, sat just above
the standing area by the tunnel.
Classic
It was important for Chelsea that they put on a
good show against Sunderland. A week earlier,
they had lost 2-5 at home to Leeds United, who
had fairly well walloped Sexton’s men and cast a
few doubts about the Blues’ ability to keep pace at
the top of the table. With Everton and Leeds both
going great guns, Chelsea’s best hope of success
was the FA Cup and they had a tricky away tie at
Crystal Palace coming up in round five. Against
Leeds, the error-prone Tommy Hughes had been
in goal, but Peter Bonetti was back against Sunderland and Chelsea had their classic line-up in

the fans tried to urge them. Joe Baker pulled one
back with 20 minutes to go, but Osgood added his
third on 78 with a carefully-placed right-foot shot.
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“Osgood for England,” shouted the Shed End,
pleading for Sir Alf Ramsey to include the Chelsea number nine in his forthcoming squad. Three
weeks later, “Ossie” made his England debut in
Brussels against Belgium, a 3-1 win for the World
Champions. Unless something dramatic happened,
Osgood would be on the plane for Mexico 1970.

We don’t need another hero
In 1993, I finally met my hero. In truth, he
couldn’t lose, but I was delighted to learn that he
was a decent fellow, brimming with bonhomie
and blokeish stories of past glories. Never mind
that he pissed in the FA Cup (that makes me smile
when I see winners’ drinking out of it), he was
still the King of Stamford Bridge. When he left
the dinner that evening, he hugged me like an old
team-mate. I told him that it meant the world to
meet him after all these years, and he kissed me
on the forehead! He spent most of his fee buying
drinks for all and sundry.

Ossie didn’t get much of a look-in with England,
though. Ramsey was never too convinced, always
preferring the establishment figure of Geoff Hurst
(well, he did score three goals in that final) to the
more wayward talent. He made a couple of cameo
appearances in the World Cup as substitute and
after that, he got one more call-up in 1973. He
didn’t have the best of seasons in 1970-71, struggling to find his scoring boots while Spurs’ Martin
Chivers became prolific in front of goal. There
was this theory that Ramsey always favoured
Spurs and West Ham. In 1971-72, Osgood was
back to his goalscoring best, but the Chelsea team
of that era was starting to fade. March 4, 1972 saw
them lose a Football League Cup final they should
have won and the momentum that had brought the

I met “Ossie” on a further two occasions, at a
signing ceremony in the City of London of the
Chelsea centenary book and then, early in 2006, at
a reunion lunch of the 1970 team. By now, he
looked grey – I pointed this out at the time to a
friend – and was struggling to walk comfortably.
Less than two weeks later, he died.
It’s another cliché, but I was as “sick as a parrot”
when I heard Osgood had died. Part of my childhood was consigned to the attic that day. I don’t
mind admitting it brought a tear to my eye as I
watched the footage on TV that evening. I went to
his memorial service and as the famous Osgood
song echoed (quite literally) around Stamford
Bridge that Sunday morning, I had a huge, football-sized lump in my throat. They buried his
ashes beneath the penalty spot in the Shed End.
He’s still there, checking out every goal. And
every year, without fail, I remember January 31 as
the day I saw my childhood hero score a hat-trick.
March 2014

FA Cup (1970) and European Cup Winners’ Cup
(1971) was gone. Osgood, much to the heartbreak
of my generation, left the club in 1974 to join
Southampton. The spell was over.
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Cruyff and me – a 40-year love affair

When you’re 12 or 13 years old, you have heroes. You have infatuations. You want to emulate and imitate. In 1972, that might have meant
sticking platform shoes on or glitter in your hair.
Or pretending to be Dutch.
To most people, Holland was a flat country with
windmills and people wearing clogs. But in the
early 70s, perceptions of the land of Edam cheese
changed. A gangly, elegant and self-assured man
called Hendrik Johannes Cruyff walked into the
lives of football fans, not just in Holland, but
across Europe. Until 1971, when his team, Ajax,
won the European Cup at Wembley, Johan Cruyff
was a name in World Soccer or Leslie Vernon’s
column in Goal.
We didn’t have wall-to-wall football on TV, so
the printed word and rumour was all we had to
build up our knowledge of overseas teams and
players. When he did appear of British TV, commentators would call him ‘Cruff’! I was an avid
reader of the International Football Book series,
so I knew a bit about Cruyff and Ajax when I
went to Wembley in May 1971. I was captivated
by their unusual white and red shirts, the Ajax

fans – all long hair and…clogs – and the klaxons,
which would provide the soundtrack of World
Cup 1974. It wasn’t a brilliant game, but Ajax
won 2-0 and began their three-year rule of European football, inspired by Cruyff and his sidekick
Johann Neeskens. It was the age of Total Football,
and the chief orchestrator was Cruyff and the Holland manager, Rinus Michels.
You couldn’t buy Ajax shirts in the UK, indeed
anywhere, because the marketing gurus had yet to
discover they could make money out of selling
replica kits to fans. But I had a makeshift white
shirt and I wanted to convert it to an Ajax outfit.
My mother found some red material and sewed a
central stripe down the front of my shirt. It looked
very Heath Robinson, but from a distance, I might
have resembled Cruyff’s younger brother. The
shirt divided opinion. Some admired it, others derided it. But I was happy, because I was paying
homage to my new found hero. As a Chelsea fan,
Cruyff and Ajax went close to competing with Osgood, Hollins and Hudson for a while.
I followed Cruyff’s progress carefully and
watched Ajax beat Inter and Juventus in 1972 and

1973 respectively. Like many people, I loved the
way they played, flowing football that was skilful,
intelligent and cultured – with just a little aggression. Cruyff’s own contribution, his bursts of
speed through defences, his passing and ability to
arrive in the penalty area at the right time, made
him the perfect player of his time.

In Munich, Cruyff’s first minute acceleration into
the penalty area ended with Neeskens scoring
from the spot. The favourites were ahead, but
sadly, nay tragically, they lost 2-1. The Dutch
were grief stricken as if the defeat marked the end
of an ideology. It probably did, because Cruyff
would never play in the World Cup finals again.

He was also single-minded and was one of the
first players to ‘know his worth’. Culturally, he is
now compared by some social historians as being
as important to Holland as John Lennon was to the
UK. Like Lennon, Cruyff represented many of the
changes that were going on in Europe in the late
1960s and early 1970s. He had his own philosophy and was fond of one-liners that became
known as ‘Cruijffiaans’. The Dutch were one of
the last countries to shrug aside the narrative of
the free love generation and Ajax were often described as footballing hippies with their colourful
clothes, beads and blond hair.

The Dutch master and I came across each other
again in February 1977 when England faced Holland at Wembley. Cruyff was still only 26 and
had plenty of mileage in his tank, and he was
joined by six members of the side that lost the
World Cup final. He had already announced that
he would not go to the 1978 finals in Argentina,
but that had not blunted his edge. Some say it was
one of the best individual performances by a visiting player since Puskas and co. in 1953. He had
61 touches of the ball and of his 50 passes, 30
were positively forward balls. One report said:
‘He switched play with some stunning 40-yard
passes which left the crowd and England’s defenders gasping.’ England lost 0-2 and Cruyff dictated play from start to finish, directing traffic, cajoling his team-mates to find new positions and
piercing the England defence time and time again.
It was a joy to watch.

My interest in all things Dutch extended to music.
One of my favourite bands of the time was Focus,
a slightly eccentric group that relied on virtuoso
guitar and organ playing and phonetic vocals.
Moving Waves was a classic album and tunes like
Sylvia, Hocus Pocus and House of the King still
get regular airings on my iPod today. With Ajax,
Cruyff, Edam cheese and Focus, I couldn’t help
feeling that Holland must be a great place to live.
A utopian society, even.

In Argentina, without Cruyff, Holland did remarkably well albeit in a more functional way. They
did have their moments and reached the final once
more, losing to the hosts, as they did in 1974.
With Cruyff would they have won? I think so, but
it’s one of those ‘if only’ episodes.

But in an ideal world, Cruyff would have lifted
the World Cup in 1974. I had predicted a Holland
v West Germany final, but tipping a 2-1 win for
the Dutch. They had skipped their way through
the competition with the sort of performances that
had characterized Ajax’s European Cup runs of
1970-73. But little did we know that the empire
was starting to crumble. Ajax, for example, had
already lost their talisman to Barcelona, a transfer
that made Cruyff the most expensive player in the
world. He went on to make a similar impact in
Catalonia, but Barca never won the European Cup
with Cruyff in their line-up. Ajax went crashing
out of Europe in 1973 to CSKA Sofia, the sort of
team they would have brushed aside when they
were in their pomp. As for the Dutch national
side, they saw the final as a chance to settle old
scores.

Cruyff enjoyed success as a coach and won the
European Cup with Barca. His legacy in Spainis
every bit as strong as it is in Holland. In recent
months, Cruyff has been credited with being the
grandfather of the Spanish ‘tiki-taka’ style that has
proved so successful for club and country. That
may be a little harsh on Pep Guardiola, but it does
demonstrate the influence the great Dutchman has
had on European football. I thought Cruyff had
been passed into my memory bank, but in 1987, I
recall once incident that illustrated how important
he had been to my footballing education. When I
moved to Hertfordshire, my house number was
14. The day I picked the keys up, I remember
thinking to myself, 14….Johann Cruyff. The ultimate ‘Total Footballer’ was still with me, somewhere. He still is.
June 2014
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61 fouls – the story of triumph over an ideology

Eighty years ago, England met World Champions Italy in London in a game that has forever
been known as “The Battle of Highbury”. This
tag was no accident, however, for whatever was
going to happen on that gloomy afternoon in
North London, a football match was always going to become a theatre of war.
On the road to war
Europe in the 1930s was an uneasy place. The
Great Depression had ended the continent-wide
dance on the volcano that the 1920s became and
political unrest was rife. Fascism was taking hold
of Germany and Italy and of course, Spain was
about to implode. While the decade was an exciting period in many ways, it was also a bloodthirsty time characterized by a huge divide in political persuasions.

As ever, Britain felt, in some ways insulated from
the events taking place in continental Europe, although the memories of the First World War were
still very fresh. The Fascists, with the exception of
Oswald Mosley’s Blackshirts, belonged across the
channel. In the summer of 1934, Mosley’s British
Union was involved in a mass brawl at a rally at
London’s Olympia. It was a seismic event that
worried people and all but killed off mass support
for Mosley’s party. Around the same time, the socalled Night of the Long Knives took place in
Germany, which was essentially, the mass murder
of Adolf Hitler’s opponents. People were starting
to become very nervous.
Sport was seen as a valuable propaganda tool for
people like Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler.
The 1936 Berlin Olympics provided the latter with
his platform to demonstrate Ayran strength and
fitness, while Mussolini was able to use Italy’s
football team as the emdodiment of the fascist
state and its superiority.

This game has become known as “The Battle of
Highbury” because of the bruising nature of the
contest, but the truth of the matter is that this
game was being labeled just that even before a
ball was kicked. The Italian press sent their boys
over to England with headlines proclaiming a
football war. “The real World Cup final”, a little
unfair on the Czechs, was how they saw the meeting at Arsenal stadium.

Italy won the 1934 World Cup based on home
soil. Mussolini lapped it up, claiming the team had
displayed “a vision of harmony, discipline, order
and courage”. The Daily Telegraph was quick to
point out that the final, against Czechoslavakia,
had ended with “hand-to-hand fighting” on and
off the pitch. In retrospect, it was a hollow triumph, given that Italy had used every trick in the
book to ensure they were victorious. For example,
Mussolini had dined with the referee before the
day of the final.

British Ambassador at the time, Percy Lorraine,
recalled that the Italians “regarded the event as a
test in which the prowess of the new Italy would
be matched against the skills of the country where
football has its home.” Italy’s players were lectured about the need for a victory and urged to

Not satisfied with winning the somewhat modest,
but visually of its time, Jules Rimet trophy, Mussolini awarded Italy the “Coppa Del Duce”, an
enormous bauble studded with jewels.

The “real world cup” was taking place at Highbury stadium
The 1934 World Cup was characterized by an undercurrent of combat running through the tournament. Italian manager, Vittorio Pozzo used the
sort of language that Il Duce would have been
proud of, speaking of “soldiers”, “battlefields”
and “war”. Pozzo, described as “short, tubby, with
black glasses and a shock of bizarre black hair”,
was very much Mussolini’s man. He also took the
totalitarian approach to football management.

show good behaviour. They even brought to the
game 400 Maltese people in order to improve Italy’s political position in Malta.
The game captured the imagination of the English
public, for 300,000 applications were made for
60,000 tickets. Strangely, the gate was much
lower than capacity. On the day of the game, business in Rome came to a standstill. Mussolini was
said to have been in a “high state of excitement”
and offered incentives for an Italy victory – cars,
cash and a possible exemption from military service.

England didn’t enter the 1934 World Cup. They
had left FIFA in 1928 and there was an in-built arrogance that they didn’t need to test their strength
in football – as far as England were concerned
they were the undisputed global leaders of the
game they gave to the world.

Perhaps it was a ploy to drum up support for the
game on a grim afternoon, but five Arsenal players were included in the original line-up for England: goalkeeper Frank Moss, hardmen Eddie
Hapgood and Wilf Copping, Ray Bowden and boy
wonder Cliff Bastin. Two further Gunners were
added along the way in the form of George Male
and Ted Drake, making it seven, a record that has
never been beaten.

Arsenal and England
Italy had met England a year before the World
Cup. Herbert Chapman, the legendary Arsenal
manager, led the party to Rome. The game ended
in a 1-1 draw. As was customary in those days, a
return match was to follow. England invited Italy
to London and gave them a date at the most inhospitable stage of the season – a foggy, damp November afternoon. Sadly, Chapman would play no
part as he had died in January 1934 after a short
illness. The death of “the Emperor” cast a shadow
over the remainder of 1933-34 and the start of
1934-35.

If Arsenal formed the backbone of the England
side, Juventus (five) and Ambrosiano-Inter (three)
provided the core of the Italian team. Nine of the
World Cup winning team would line-up at Highbury.
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Cliff Bastin (Arsenal), Eric Brook (Manchester
City)
Italy: Carlo Ceresoli (Ambrosiana-Inter), Eraldo
Monzeglio (Bologna), Luigi Allemandi (Ambrosiana-Inter), Attilio Ferraris (Lazio), Luis Monti
(Juventus), Luigi Bertolini (Juventus), Enrique
Guaita (Roma), Petro Serantoni (Juventus),
Guiseppe Meazza (Amborisana-Inter), Giovanni
Ferrari (Juventus), Raimundo Orsi (Juventus)
England’s team was relatively inexperienced,
Male and Drake were both winning their first
caps, Britton, Barker, Matthews and Bowden were
appearing for only the second time. Just Brook
(his 10th) and Copping (27) were into double figures. Matthews was 19 years old, Bastin 22 and
Britton and Barker were the eldest at 27. The average age was under 25 – very young for an international side. Italy’s team, however, was packed
with experience. Five were 30 or above and the
average age was 27.
Super Ted
The star of the Italian team was Guiseppe Meazza,
a charismatic individual with matinee idol looks
(he would not look out of place in Mario Puzo’s
Godfather) and the attitude to match. He lived the
lifestyle of the “rock and roll footballer” before
the musical genre was even invented – a prolific
womaniser, a gambler and not averse to dancing
the Tango with a white gardenia clamped between
his teeth or tucked behind his ear. Meazza, on the
pitch, had technical ability that compared to the
great Pele and in 1934, “Il Balilla”, as he was
known, was at the peak of his powers.

Drake’s inclusion was no surprise, for he had
made a dramatic start to his Arsenal career. He
joined the Highbury brigade in March 1934, although the late Herbert Chapman had courted him
for some time.
Chapman had seen Drake as part of a new refreshed Gunners’ side he was aiming to build. At
Christmas 1933, just before he died, Chapman
told his backroom staff that the Arsenal team that
had won two successive titles was “played out”
and that new faces were needed to revitalise club.
The man who made the modern Arsenal, and arguably modern football, was a little premature in
his prediction, for his club won the 1934-35 championship before their grip on English football was
finally loosened later in the decade. Drake’s England career was badly punctuated by injury and he
won just five caps. In 1934-35, he played just
twice for his country. But 26 other players appeared in the five England games. This was a time
of great transition for the national team as evidenced by the fact that the eleven that ran out
against Italy on November 14, 1934, never linedup together again.

Meazza’s dark, slightly sinister looks stared out
from the English newspapers. To many people,
England were playing not just another country,
but “fascists”, another breed, “johnny foreigner” –
and, ultimately, an altogether more menacing race.
And to add fuel to the fire, England wanted to
prove they were really the “World Champions”
and not the officially crowned Italians.
The two teams were:
England: Frank Moss (Arsenal), George Male
(Arsenal), Eddie Hapgood (Arsenal), Cliff Britton
(Everton), Jack Barker (Derby County), Wilf Copping (Arsenal), Stanley Matthews (Stoke City),
Ray Bowden (Arsenal), Ted Drake (Arsenal),
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saves. Meazza also had a late effort that was deflected over the bar when it looked to heading for
the back of the net.

Monti had a rough deal
“The most important football match ever played,”
was how Pathe News described this game. It was
certainly one of the most brutal, and the fun
started early on when the muscular Eric Brook of
Manchester City missed a penalty in the opening
seconds. A minute later, Drake clashed with veteran half-back Luis Monti, who was one of three
repatriated Argentinians in the Italy side. Monti
had to go off injured, sustaining a dislocated knee
cap. Pozzo and his aides felt that Drake had deliberately put Monti out of action, but later it was revealed that he had twisted awkwardly and broke a
bone in his foot. Whatever the reason, this incident sparked off the fractious Italians.

Italy’s performance after the interval won them
many plaudits, largely because they had “stopped
most of their tricks as the second half progressed –
but the damage had been done”.
The press reacted to the game with typical British
outrage at the tactics of the Italians, although the
World Champions were also praised for their
comeback. “Italy’s great soccer fight with 10
men”….”England stars fail to shine”….”Our team
goes to pieces after Meazza’s two goals….”A brilliant start but England are not able to keep it up.”
A shade unfair on England, perhaps?

By the 12th minute, England were 3-0 ahead – two
goals from Brook and one from Drake. It was, apparently, superb stuff to watch.
The Italians reacted aggressively and in the first
45 minutes, Hapgood’s nose was broken, Brook
broke his arm and Drake had two black eyes and a
leg that had been “cut to ribbons”. English supporters had never seen anything like it and made
their feelings known.
Some commentators felt that Italy’s reaction to
what looked like a sound beating was to retaliate
with sheer violence, and put it down to the country’s relative inexperience of the game – an argument that has little to support it. They were certainly used to getting their own way, as their record showed. They had lost four games in as many
years and of course, they had won the World Cup
and they would not have wanted to incur the wrath
of Mussolini. They were representatives of the
Fascist State – just before kick-off, an Italian ran
across the Highbury turf with a huge flag that was
adorned with the symbol of this ideology. They
may just have been on edge! England’s approach
was far different and still clung on to the “after
you, Claude” Corinthian ideals.

Fair play no more?
The newspapers the following day were full of
criticism about the Italian approach to the game.
Some reporters even called for the Football Association to cease all games against the evil continentals.
The reaction to the game almost incited a diplomatic incident. Frank Carruthers of the Daily Mail
commented: “England beat Italy, but should these
games be played?….They [Italy] were not greatly
concerned with the ball.”

England limped out in the second half and had to
cope with an Italian comeback. Meazza scored
two goals in quick succession, in the 58th and 62nd
minutes and then struck the crossbar. England
were hanging on, but Frank Moss had an outstanding second half, pulling off several dramatic

The Dundee Courier’s post-match comments
hinted that Italy’s tactics signalled a sea-change in
attitudes. The newspaper claimed that “this was
not a match but a battle…It is evident that the
rules of the game as played on the continent bear
little resemblance to the laws that govern football
in this country….These continental teams, backed
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by the uncontrolled enthusiasm of their countrymen, have no regard for the safety of their opponents…..The bitterness of feeling that is creeping
into all forms of international sport is something
which all true sportsmen deplore.”

a few months before war broke out.
Wilf Copping’s England career ended in the same
game as Arsenal team-mate Hapgood’s (in Belgrade against Yugoslavia). Despite being tagged a
hard man, Copping never got booked or sent off in
his long career.
George Male, who made his England debut
against Italy, went on to win 19 caps and six Football League Championship medals with Arsenal.
He was the last of the Chapman-era players to retire, in 1948.

One journalist made a note of the foul count at the
game: 61 fouls…37 mild…24 bad…42 dangerous
kicks. He added that nine penalties should have
been awarded.

Monti was carried back to Italy in a bath chair
Ray Bowden’s Arsenal career was hampered by
injury and he left for Newcastle United in 1937,
retiring two years later.
Arsenal forward Cliff Bastin was used as a propaganda ploy by Italy during WW2. Rome Radio
claimed he had been captured in the Battle of
Crete and was a prisoner of war. Bastin was virtually deaf, however, and had already been excused
military service.
Ted Drake’s career with Arsenal saw him score
139 goals in 184 games. He went on to be a successful manager with Chelsea, leading them to
their first championship in 1955.
Stanley Matthews, then of Stoke City, became a
legend of the game, playing until he was 50 and
racking-up almost 700 appearances and more than
50 for England. “The Wizard of the Dribble,” was
his nickname.
Eric Brook was just the sort of muscular individual needed in a game against Italy. He became
Manchester City’s record goalscorer and had “one
of the fiercest shots in pre-war football”.
Derby County’s Jack Barker was one of the more
experienced players in the England side of 1934,
although his cap against Italy was only his second.
He went on to captain his country once.
Cliff Britton of Everton was described as one of
the classiest players of his time and invented the
“precision cross”. He later managed Burnley and
Everton.

The referee, Otto Rudolf Olsen also went public:
“I had to pull the Italians up and I gave them an
awful warning. I said to them: ‘You must stop this
rough, dirty play’.” Nobody seemed to be listening.
But England were no angels and when the Italian
team left London Victoria to return home, Monti
was carried in a bath chair. Pozzo claimed that
four players had been put out of action and Monti
was sidelined for at least two months. Pozzo
pointed to the stricken defender as the team left
Victoria and told reporters: “This is the cause of
our defeat.” The team boarded the train, a few
Italians waved them off, Fascist salutes being the
order of the day.
Whatever happened to these likely lads?
Arsenal and four others…
Arsenal goalkeeper Frank Moss never played
again for England and his career in the years that
followed the “Battle of Highbury” was plagued
with injury. He retired at the age of 27 in 1937.
Fellow Arsenal man Eddie Hapgood’s first game
as England captain was against Italy and he also
played in the infamous game in Berlin in 1936
when England’s players were forced to give the
Nazi salute. His England career ended in 1939 just
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1938 World Cup win.
Guiseppe Meazza captained the 1938 team and
became a legend in Italian football. After his
death, Milan/Internazionale’s San Siro was renamed the Guiseppe Meazza stadium.
Raimundo Orsi, another Argentinian, returned to
Latin America where he played for Brazilian and
Argentinian sides.

Meazza and his team-mates…
Goalkeeper Carlo Ceresoli was making only his
second appearance for Italy at Highbury. He won
eight caps in total and was a member of the 1938
World Cup winning squad.
Eraldo Monzeglio was also in that tournament, but
didn’t play in the final against Hungary.
Luigi Allemandi, a player who was once banned
for life over a bribery scandal, went on to play 24
times for Italy.
Attilio Ferraris died at a young age, 43, collapsing
in a veterans game.
Luis Monti, who played in two World Cup finals
for two different nations- Argentina was the other
– made only two further appearances for Italy after Highbury. Luigi Bertolini, who was instantly
identifiable by his white bandana, worn to protect
scar tissue, played until 1935 for his country.
Enrique Guaita, born in Argentina, went back to
his homeland a played internationally for them
once more – he had been capped in 1933 for Argentina before moving to Italy.
Pietro Serantoni, a Venetian, played in Italy’s
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1915: When football seemed unimportant
It has been known down the years as “The Khaki
Final”, owing to the vast number of soldiers in
military uniform watching the game. While the
event is well known, the outcome of the match
has been largely overlooked in history. Many
people will struggle to name the two finalists:
Sheffield United and Chelsea. But this game,
coming at the end of the 1914-15 season, has
more than a hint of poignancy about it, if only
for the sight of wounded soldiers in their great
coats watching the game in the Manchester rain.
The Great War was supposed to be “over by
Christmas”, but just a few days after this final,
the second battle of Ypres took place and the
German army used, for the first time, poison gas.
There would be three more Christmases before
fighting would cease.
With Britain at war since the autumn of 1914,
there was some criticism that the Football League
should take place at all in 1914-15. Punch magazine, for example, wasted no time in making
barbed comments. In a hard-hitting cartoon, “The
Greater Game”, Mr. Punch remarks to a footballer: “No doubt you can make money in this
field, my friend, but there’s only one field today
where you can get honour”.
In response to a barrage of ill-feeling, the Football Association and its clubs tried to help the war
effort, raising funds for charity, allowing grounds
to be used for military drills and also running recruitment drives at matches. In late-1914, a Football Battallion was formed, which would number
some 600 men and include, among others, Chelsea’s Vivien J Woodward.
The Times reported at the time that around
100,000 men had volunteered via football and by
the end of 1914, it was claimed that half of all
military volunteers had come forward through local football recruiting efforts.
These anecdotes serve to underline the importance
of the game of football in working class Britain,
although the establishment still sent out the message: “Sport is good in its way, but it must always
hold a subordinate position.”
But such was the underlying discomfort – despite
claims that football provided a very positive boost

to morale – the 1914-15 season would be the last
national campaign until 1919.
Trouble in more humble surroundings
The English Cup Final, as it was more commonly
known, had been played at the Crystal Palace
since 1894-95, although replays had taken place at
Old Trafford, Goodison Park, Bramall Lane and
Burnden Park. However, the Palace was no
longer available as it had been commandeered by
the Royal Naval Division. Commentators felt that
this would result in a much better final than usual
– the past few games at the Palace had been disappointing affairs – and the that the two teams
would produce football much more in keeping
with their usual style as they both knew Old Trafford rather than “the sea of grass at Syndenham”.
But the controversy over football’s lack of patriotism raged on, led by one Frederick Charrington, a
social reformer and part of the famous brewing
family. Charrington, an evangelist, led the campaign of protest against football and was heading
for Manchester.

The Athletic News noted in the build-up to the final that football had done its bit. Lord Kinnaird,
the President of the FA, was adamant that “the
new army had drawn most men from the cities and
towns where football was most popular.” It was
felt that Manchester had contributed more than
80,000 men for Lord Kitchener’s force. The Athletic News issued a mild attack on Charrington:
“Those that don’t want to see facts will not see
them. Sweet are the uses of advertisement to the
reformer, who always attacks that which his blind
prejudice distorts…..no doubt the people of Manchester will assess the gentleman at his true worth
when he speaks upon the subject of football.”
The uneasy campaign
The 1914-15 season kicked off on September 2
1914, two days before the first battle of the
Marne. Sheffield United were beaten 3-2 at Sunderland, Manchester City trounced Bradford City
4-1 at Hyde Road, Everton won 3-1 at Tottenham,
The Wednesday beat Middlesbrough 3-1 at Hillsborough, Aston Villa won by the odd goal in three
against Notts County at Villa Park, West Bromwich Albion won 2-1 at Newcastle, Liverpool
edged out Bolton 4-3 at Anfield and Manchester
United lost at home to Oldham 1-3. Chelsea got
underway three days later with a 1-1 draw at Tottenham.

Inside right Stanley Fazackerley was a clever and
strong player. He joined United for £ 1,000 in
1912-13 from Hull City where had caught the eye
in a brief stint after joining from Accrington Stanley. Neither Fazackerley or centre forward Joe
Kitchen were capped by England, although they
both went close. Kitchen had two spells with
United and was also a proficient cricketer. He was
a prolific scorer who netted over a century of
goals for United.

Sheffield United had finished in mid-table in
1913-14, but their FA Cup run to the semi-final
had brought in significant sums of cash that were
invested in the team. Wing half Harold Pantling
joined from Watford and two inside forwards, former miner David Davies (Stockport County) and
Wally Masterman (Gainsborough Trinity) added
some strength in depth to the squad. Only Masterman made an impact at the club.

At the end of December, before they embarked on
their FA Cup run, Sheffield United were perched
in mid-table, despite a good run of wins. But from
Boxing Day through to Easter, United were unbeaten. That set them up for a final placing in the
top six.

United’s most notable player was George Utley,
who cost the club a then record £ 2,000 when he
joined from Barnsley. Left half-back Utley played
in two FA Cup finals with Barnsley, winning the
trophy in 1912. He also appeared once for England in 1913. At right half-back, United had another accomplished player in Albert Sturgess, who
joined the club in 1908 from Stoke. Sturgess,
whose wiry appearance earned him the nickname,
“hairpin”, won two England caps and played over
500 Football League games.

Chelsea, meanwhile, had to endure a league campaign of struggle. Always renowned for having
more style than substance, the Pensioners had finished eighth in 1913-14. But in the close season,
manager David Calderhead had been raided Scottish football for some exciting talent and, not for
the first time, considerable sums of money had
been spent on trying to mould Chelsea into a
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championship challenging club. Jimmy Croal arrived from Falkirk, Bobby McNeil from Hamilton
and Laurence Abrams from Hearts. They were
also putting their faith in a one-eyed centre forward called Bob Thomson, signed from Croydon
Common three years earlier.
Chelsea also had Harold Halse in their ranks, a
player who had won two League Championships
with Manchester United and a FA Cup winner’s
medal with Aston Villa, as well as an England cap
in 1909.
But despite no small amount of talent or experience, Chelsea had a wretched time in the opening
weeks of the season, failing to win until their seventh game. In fact, they won just once in their first
10. The remarkable thing is that they took three
points from four off of Everton, who would later
win the title. They finished 19th, which would
have normally meant relegation. But this was a far
from normal season.
The Cup that cheers….and distracts
When Sheffield United and Chelsea began on the
road to Old Trafford, United were 10th and Chelsea 16th in the first division table. United hosted
Blackpool, a mid-table second division side. But
they made hard work of the tie, Masterman scoring twice in a 2-1 win. The performance had been
“nothing to boast about,” said the Sportsman.
Round three saw Chelsea come into their own,
beating Manchester City at Hyde Road by 1-0. It
was a great rearguard effort by the Londoners,
whose defence was, in the words of Athletic
News, “relentless”, with Jack Molyneux and Jack
Harrow in magnificent form. But Chelsea won
thanks to a goal from Thomson, who rounded
goalkeeper Smith and scored from an acute angle. Colourful language from the Athletic News
makes one wonder: “Thomson was literally
smothered with caresses when he scored the only
goal, and he deserved the amorous embraces and
the fondling of his colleagues.”

Thomson was “smothered with caresses”
Chelsea took two games in round one to dispose
of Swindon Town of the Southern League. The
first meeting, played in heavy rain, was spoiled by
an “overdosing of throwing-in from touch in the
closing stages”. The game ended 1-1, but the replay, also played at Stamford Bridge, saw Swindon go into a 2-0 lead. But Chelsea hit back and
won by 5-2.
In the second round, Sheffield United beat Liverpool 1-0, a late header from Kitchen, and Chelsea
disposed of Arsenal by the same score, a tight
contest settled by a Halse goal.

Sheffield United had a “grim struggle” against
Bradford, a game characterised by “strength and
stamina”. Again, a single goal decided it, and once
more Joe Kitchen was the matchwinner for the
Blades.
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In the quarter finals, both United and Chelsea took
two games to scrape through. At Oldham, United
defended in depth to earn a 0-0 on a very muddy
pitch. In the replay, United won 3-0 at Bramall
Lane, Kitchen scoring twice and Fazackerley
once.

it would have been easy to forget a mere football
match.
All dressed up in Khaki with somewhere to go
The abiding image of the 1915 FA Cup final is of
a group of uniformed soldiers, some wounded,
turning up their collars to protect themselves from
the drizzling rain of Manchester. But amid the
controversy over whether football had done the
right thing in continuing with organised football,
some people still believed that the finalists had
brought joy to their supporters. Consider the
Sportsman’s preview of the game: “The Londoner
in the trenches has rejoiced that for the first time
since the days of the Boer War, there is a chance
of the Cup finding its home in the metropolis.”

Chelsea drew 1-1 with Newcastle at Stamford
Bridge in a game described by the media (or whatever you would call it in those far-off days) as one
of the best of the season. The Pensioners were up
against the “offside game” developed by Bill
McCracken and Frank Hudspeth, tactics which infuriated opposing crowds in 1915. The replay at
St. James’ Park was another close-run thing, but
an unexpected goal from Harry Ford was enough
to send Chelsea through to the semi-finals.
The last hurdle

Back at home, life went on. The music halls were
still doing good business and the cup final programme was packed with advertisements for
shows that could be seen “tonight at 6.30 and
8.50”. There was barely a mention of the war,
however.

Nobody gave Chelsea much chance of winning
through at Villa Park against Everton, who were
in contention for the championship. But Calderhead’s men were very composed and focused
(again, words that would hardly have featured in a
1915 dressing room), as if they were “taking part
in a friendly encounter at a Sunday school treat for
a set of tin medals.” Everton were over-eager and
over-wrought, according to contemporary reports.
Croal and Halse scored two brilliant second half
goals to win the game 2-0. Croal won plaudits for
his style: “His football is a triumph of mind over
matter, without a theatrical touch”.

But in the newspapers, previews of the game were
punctuated by wise words from the great and the
good. “This war may prove to be a blessing rather
than a curse if through it our people learn that the
state is not something from which we are all to get
as much as we can grab by the unscrupulous use
of our votes, but represents rather ideals for which
we are ready, if need be, to sacrifice our very
lives” – Earl Roberts V.C.

Sheffield United beat Bolton Wanderers 2-1 at
Blackburn’s Ewood Park. James Simmons, the
nephew of United and Chelsea legend Willie
Foulke, scored after half an hour but the game was
effectively won by a virtuoso goal from George
Utley. He evaded the challenge of two Bolton
players and ran some 30 yards before confronting
goalkeeper Edmondson and shooting confidently
into the net. “Utley’s famous goal,” screamed the
headlines, and it was enough to secure a 2-0 halftime lead.

Chelsea were struggling to get their key men fit,
notably Thomson, who had scored five goals on
the road to the final. There were rumours that
Vivien Woodward, the club’s England centre forward, would return from service to play a part, but
Woodward, ever the gentlemen, said he would
only be included if Thomson was unfit. Thomson,
who had dislocated an elbow, was only passed fit
at the eleventh hour while Woodward sat in the
stand. Halse and Jack Harrow were also far from
fit.

So the final was between two teams that had
drawn both their league meetings by 1-1. Sheffield United had the pedigree of cup fighters from
the days of Ernest Needham and Willie Foulke,
Chelsea had been searching for the moment to really announce their arrival as a credible force.
Given what was going on in France and Belgium,

Sheffield United were fielding an all-English side,
which appealed to the patriots in the crowd. They
were marginal favourites, owing to their strong
defence. Chelsea were considered to have something of a lightweight side.
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April 24 1915 was a wet and murky day in Manchester, creating a very gloomy afternoon to bring
the curtain down on first-class football until 1919.
“Cottonopolis was enveloped in a mantle of mist;
its streets presented a surface of greasy mud,” said
the Sportsman.

United netted their second goal. Utley hooked the
ball against the crossbar and the rebound fell
kindly to Fazackerley, who lashed it into the net.
This prompted a small pitch invasion, a premature
celebration of certain victory.
Three minutes later, the 50,000 crowd was rewarded with a third goal. Kitchen received the
ball just past the halfway line, ran at full speed
and then teased Molyneux before scoring. The
Athletic News described it as “the most thrilling
moment of the contest.”
There was little consolation for Chelsea. Their
forwards were considered “feeble” and the whole
team “novices”. “Sheffield simply swept Chelsea
off their feet.” That said, reports suggest that despite the one-sided nature of the game, they never
lost heart. But the final score said it all: Sheffield
United 3 Chelsea 0.
The cup was presented by the Earl of Derby, a
great organiser of recruitment campaigns, who
urged supporters to join the war effort and told the
two teams: “You have played with one another and against one another for the Cup; play
with one another for England now.”
Sheffield United may have won the cup, but in
some ways, it was a hollow, but deserved triumph.
By the end of the first world war, 670,000 members of the British Army were dead or missing and
another 1.7 million wounded – statistics that put
football into perspective.
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Now play for England
The atmosphere, while lacking the carnival “day
out” typical of the Crystal Palace finals, when
hordes of northern folk came down to London for
the day, if not weekend, was strictly nationalistic.
Sheffield United didn’t take long to take a firm
grip on the game, putting Chelsea under intense
pressure. But it was not until the 36th minute that
they took the lead, and it was thanks to a mix-up
in defence involving Harrow and goalkeeper Jack
Molyneux. Simmons took advantage and “sent the
leather crashing into the net”.
Chelsea continued to flounder in the Old Trafford
mud but held out until the 84th minute when
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The peaceful invasion that London feared –
England v Germany, 1935
The 1930s was a time of growing fear in Europe,
indeed the world. Germany, in particular, was a
major concern for the rest of the continent. In
1935, a number of events pointed the way towards the conflict that was World War Two. This
was the year that the German air force, the Luftwaffe, was formed. A few days later, Adolf Hitler
ignored the Versailles Treaty and announced
that Germany would rearm. And in September,
the Nuremberg Laws, an antisemitic doctrine
that made it illegal for Jews and non-Jews to
have any form of relationship, came into effect.
The rest of the world was scared of Germany and
its intentions.

wasn’t easy, however, because news filtered back
from Germany that a young Jewish footballer had
been kicked to death in Ratibor, Upper Silesia.
This was later denied by Germany, although evidence was not forthcoming. London’s Jewish
community was, understandably, totally against
the fixture. There was a touch of irony about the
choice of venue for the game – Tottenham Hotspur’s White Hart Lane. Tottenham had a strong
Jewish contingent among its clientele. There were
media reports, driven by local Tottenham and Edmonton newspapers and the Jewish Chronicle,
that German supporters would march through
known Jewish neighbourhoods. There was little
substance to such rumours.

It was the year in which the ultimate propaganda
film, Triumph des Willens (Triumph of the Will)
by Leni Riefenstahl, was released. Meanwhile,
football, indeed sport, was being used by rightwing governments to express national identity and
racial supremacy. Germany had its Kraft durch

While the TUC initially called for grand-scale
protest and demonstrations, they later changed
their approach. As early as October, there were
plans for a “walk-out” during a Tottenham game
by anti-Nazis and Jews at the sound of a bugle.

The left wing predicted swasitkas being paraded through central London
Freude (strength through joy) movement based on
fresh air, exercise and sport. And Italy had won
the 1934 World Cup in France while Germany
finished in third place. Sport became a pillar in the
propaganda agenda, as displayed a year later when
Germany hosted the 1936 Olympics in Berlin.
But in 1935, when it was announced that England
would play Germany in a football match in London, on December 4, public sentiment became inflamed. The Trade Union Congress (TUC) called
for the game to be postponed and that the entry
into Britain of German football supporters should
be prohibited. The Daily Mail added fuel to the
fire by reporting that swastika-adorned motor
coaches, packed with Germans, would proceed
through central London. Some newspapers noted
that the presence of Germans in the capital would
be interpreted as a gesture of sympathy with their
tyrannical regime.
The Football Association, and various football
bodies, tried to separate sport and politics. It

Football people had a swipe at the TUC for its
part in whipping-up hysteria. For example, at a
Middlesex Wanderers dinner just before the fixture, the Reverend Herbert Dunnico criticised the
TUC for “gratuitous and impertinent interference”
and “high-handed arrogance”. Stanley Rous, then
secretary of the Football Association, agreed entirely with this sentiment.
A letter to The Times also suggested there was a
growing feeling, especially among the middle and
upper classes, that sport and politics should be
separated:
“Sir, With such enthusiasm for the Berlin Orchestra in London and the provinces and an almost
sold-out house for their last concert on Sunday,
why should we treat our friendly visitors any differently upon the football field.” – Philip Ben
Greet, Lambeth.

sing political songs. The Home Office could not
resist a comment or two in this direction, saying
“Nazi football match is not political”.

Hans across the sea
In many ways, playing the game was also an opportunity for the British to show their own powers
of good order. Germany was renowned for this
quality, albeit under the gaze of authoritarians
with armbands and uniforms.

Inter-continental travel was still in its infancy in
1935, but there was a feeling that London would
be welcoming an alien race. When the Germans
arrived, it seemed to be a surprise when it was revealed that, “All were smartly dressed and almost
every other man carried a camera and pair of binoculars.”

The Daily Mirror pointed this out, citing two reasons for putting on a good show: to make visitors
feel as comfortable as possible; and to demonstrate how a tremendous piece of organisation can
be carried out without any militaristic display. Just
as Germany and Italy were using sport as a propaganda tool, the British were also doing their best
to turn the story to their advantage.

Around 1,600 supporters travelled on the
Nortddeutscher Lloyd Liner Columbus and a similar number on the Bremen. When they arrived at
Southampton, a silver band was there to greet
them. Germany had made it easy for them to
travel. Excursions to England were offered at the
equivalent of 30 shillings (£1.50) and each person
was allowed to travel with 10 Marks. Others travelled via Dover and reached London by special
trains. Why was it so easy? Perhaps it was, after
all, part of a charm offensive ahead of the Olympics.
If it was, it wasn’t a failure. A group of those fans
arriving at Waterloo, for example, brought with
them a six foot laurel wreath to be placed at the
Cenotaph which read: “In memory of the British
dead, from 1,500 German football supporters who
have travelled to attend the English-German
game.”
The German team also reached England with a
mission in mind. Before flying from Rotterdam to
Croydon, the airport where a couple of years later,
Neville Chamberlain declared “peace in our time”,
they said, quite clearly: “Keine politische, fragen”
– no politics. “We have nothing to do with the
German government. You have misunderstood the
position here.”

Headlines screamed their warnings to the public –
“Hans across the sea”, “Nine football ships reach
England” – as 10,000 German supporters made
their way to London. “We want this to be a peaceful invasion,” said Sir John Simon, the Home Secretary.

At the same time, they added that, “We have not
heard from Herr Hitler, but I am sure we have his
good wishes for success.”
Scotland Yard detectives guarded the team from
the moment they landed in London after a “tiring
journey against adverse head winds”.

In an age where stereotyping was not a crime and
political correctness had not emerged as an art, the
British press portrayed the Germans as bullnecked, bespectacled and noisy. Every one of
them was a Nazi. The head of German football,
Herr Linnemann, was called a “Nazi football dictator” as he warned travelling supporters not to

Otto Nerz, the manager of the team, was realistic
about the prospect of victory. “We are certain to
lose, but don’t tell the players,” he said. The press
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soon let the German players know, with The Daily
Express headlining, “Secret is kept from Nazi
team by their officials.”

to tell its readers that German supporters had been
welcomed in London.
According to the Times, though, there were still
plenty of people who worked the equation that
Germans = Nazis = oppressors = mobbing of people in the street. But there was no such thing and

The team captain, Fritz Szepan, with aid of a
translator (not a single player could speak English), added: “Soccer is not a parlour game, but

Leicester Square resembled Berlin Platz
when the 22 of us – English and German – are on
the field together, I am quite certain that it will be
as comrades and friends, no matter how eager we
may be to win. After all, the game is the thing, is
it not?”.

the only skirmishes were between communists
trying to hand out “Stop the Nazi match” pamphlets and the police.
The German supporters, who developed a fascination for the Belisha Beacons that had been rolledout in Britain in 1934 , were escorted all the way
to White Hart Lane. In Park Lane, a policeman
was placed every 10 yards along the route. German messages were blasted out from loudspeakers
wherever the supporters went. So much for a nonmilitaristic presence!

Szepan, who remains a Schalke legend to this day,
had a shock of flaxen hair. This prompted the
English crowd to refer to him as “Greta” as in
Garbo.
Germany’s team was not professional, comprising
a butcher, an architect, a leather worker and other
professions. Eight of the team that would line-up
at White Hart Lane had been in Germany’s World
Cup squad in 1934.

Camsell’s afternoon
Against this backdrop, a football match was actually going to take place. England, after watching
the World Cup from afar and subsequently beating
Italy in the infamous “Battle of Highbury” a year
earlier, were anxious to win. “A great victory is
necessary for our football prestige,” said The
Daily Mirror, with one eye on the politics. The
Daily Express was predicting a win by five or six
goals. “Hot attack, sound defence is why England
should beat Germany”.

From Croydon they retired to the Hotel Metropole
in central London and on their first evening, visited the London Palladium with the England team.
It was clear that the Football Association would
be making every effort to ensure their guests were
well treated.
While the team was being wined and dined, the
supporters only had a lightning stop in London.
Wherever they went, there were mounted police,
police vehicles and uniformed officers. “At times,
Leicester Square resembled Berlin Platz,” said one
report.

Most of England’s team was relatively new to the
international scene. Harry Hibbs, Birmingham’s
goalkeeper, was earning his 24th cap, and Eddie
Hapgood (the captain) and Cliff Bastin, both of
the Arsenal, would be playing their 14th and 12th
game respectively. Another Arsenal player, Jack
Crayston, was being included for the first time,
and Stanley Matthews of Stoke and Raich Carter
of Sunderland were winning only their third caps.
The jury was still out on both players as internationals.

The German FA issued this statement to reassure
the British public that there would be no displays
of extreme nationalism. “We are sure that with the
high sportsmanship of the British, nothing will be
done to us unless it is provoked, and you can take
it from me we will not do any provoking. Orders
are being issued to every German travelling to
London that he should be reserved and backward
in coming forward.” The German press was quick

The line-ups at White Hart Lane, as the Nazi flag
flew above the main stand, were:
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England: Harry Hibbs (Birmingham), George
Male (Arsenal), Eddie Hapgood (Arsenal), Jack
Crayston (Arsenal), Jack Barker (Derby County),
John Bray (Manchester City), Stanley Matthews
(Stoke City), Raich Carter (Sunderland), George
Camsell (Middlesbrough), Ray Westwood (Bolton), Cliff Bastin (Arsenal)

one club for whom he scored 345 goals. His international career was no less successful, with 18
goals in nine games, which still ranks as the best
ratio by any player representing England.
The players left the field arm-in-arm, England had
reminded Germany that they were their superiors
on the field of play, and the authorities had shown
that they had let the vast swathes of supporters
into the country on their terms.

Germany: Hans Jakob (Regensburg), Sigmund
Haringer (Wacker Munich), Reinhold Munzenberg (Alemania Aachen), Paul Janes (Fortuna
Dusseldorf), Ludwig Goldbrunner (Bayern Munich), Rudi Gramlich (Eintracht Frankfurt), Ernst
Lehner (Schwaben Augsberg), Fritz Szepan
(Schalke), Karl Hohmann (Bonrath), Josef Rasselberg (Bonrath), Josef Fath (Wormatia Worms)

That evening, the FA dinner at the Victoria Hotel
was held in high spirits. It was there, and only
there, that the Nazi spirit came to the fore with the
singing of the Horst Wessel lied – “Die Fahne
hoch! Die Reihen fest geschlossen!” And that was
followed by everyone, including the FA and England players, toasting Adolf Hitler’s health.

Germany had won their previous seven games and
had lost twice in 19 fixtures. But England still
considered themselves “world champions” although they had never tested it in a major competition. When Italy were beaten at Highbury, it just
reinforced the somewhat insular view that England were still the best and didn’t need the Jules
Rimet Trophy to prove it. Otto Nerz merely added
to this when he said on the eve of the match: “We
learnt to play football from the English.”

The friendly spirit of the game was something of a
relief. The Daily Mirror commented: “Doesn’t
sport reconcile, doesn’t it bring nations together,
can’t we kill war with perpetual football?”
Germany flopped in the 1936 Olympics, losing in
Berlin’s Poststadion to Norway with Hitler in attendance. Otto Nerz was relieved of his duties and
replaced by Sepp Herberger. He was arrested in
Berlin as the war ended and died in Sachsenhausen camp. Szepan, his captain, went on to
manage Schalke and Rott-Weiss Essen and died in
1974 in Gelsenkirchen.

England, as expected, won the game with some
ease. Hibbs had a quiet afternoon in goal and although some players failed to perform as expected
– notably Carter and Matthews – Crayston was
very impressive as were Male and Hapgood.

England met Germany again in 1938 in another
infamous game where the England team had to
adopt the Nazi salute. It would be many years before the two nations would meet again, although
in the aftermath of war, West Germany were regular opponents. England and Germany enjoy meeting each other – the two countries are still rivals
and they have a healthy regard for the historical
relevance of these games. To quote Fritz Szepan:
“The game is the thing, is it not?”

Germany were criticised for adopting a slightly
negative approach, an accentuated “W” formation,
which was not the most enterprising. But it was
noticeable that all the German players were very
good at heading the ball.
In the 41st minute, George Camsell of Middlesbrough opened the scoring, running onto a long
ball and outpacing the German defence.
Camsell scored his second (making it 15 goals in
six appearances) in the 65th minute, heading home
from a Bastin cross. And two minutes later, Camsell returned the favour and created a third for
Bastin. England 3 Germany 0.
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Camsell was 33 years old and had been recalled to
the England team after making his debut back in
1929. His entire Football League career was with
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The managerial merry-go-round is running
out of horses
squad to come good and with 30-odd players out
on loan, there may be options in-house or in the
club’s dressing room annexes in continental Europe. According to media reports, Mourinho will
not be splashing the cash in January, so one or two
could be retrieved from Arnhem and other locations.
But if it goes wrong, Chelsea will be back in familiar territory. They are running out of options.
The best man they have had apart from Mourinho,
was Carlo Ancelotti, but he was sacked after the
trophy-less season that followed the 2010 double.
Pep Guardiola is not likely to swap Munich for
London SW6 and after that, who do we have?
Liverpool now have their man in Juergen Klopp
and the honeymoon begins in earnest. It’s a
good hiring for Liverpool, one that should restore their European credentials and maybe reintroduce a bit of fun into what has become a
poker-faced club in recent years.
Klopp didn’t have many rivals for the job, because
the pool of top-line managers is become a bit shallow. The same names get thrown into the ring
whenever a major job comes up, but Klopps’s appointment may be the first of a number of deckchairs shuffling around among top clubs in England.
Jose Mourinho tempted fate and teased his employers with a playful “sack me if you dare” after
Chelsea’s latest setback. Champions sometimes
fall from grace but generally, a good team is a
good team for a season or two. In all probability,
Chelsea will regain their poise and claim a place
among the Champions League qualifiers for 201617. It will take a supreme effort, however, for
Chelsea to reclaim their crown in May, but if they
fail in their bid to ascend the table, it is not beyond the realms of fantasy that Jose Mourinho
will be moving on. Chelsea will take under-performance badly. Mourinho has never had to contend with failure at a major club. Roman Abramovich, we know, sends his axe-men to Cobham
when things don’t go according to plan. What
happens if come Sunday May 15, Chelsea haven’t
qualified for the UEFA Champions League is anyone’s guess, but it is a fair bet that changes will be
made. There’s plenty of time for an out-of-sorts

Some managers suit certain clubs. Arsene
Wenger, for example, is the right fit for Arsenal,
but his successor could not possibly be the likes of
Mourinho. And following Sir Alex Ferguson was
never going to be easy for anyone. It’s the “Revie
to Clough” syndrome all over again.
Arsenal would never go for a character as explosive as Mourinho, although Wenger, in his own
way, is every bit as confrontational as the Portuguese. The media, and indeed Arsenal fans, forgive Wenger a lot of sins because he looks like a
Don and uses cerebral terms like, “it was not of
the required quality”. You just cannot imagine
Mourinho at the Emirates, Arsenal – a club that
has represented tradition, stability, common sense
and conservatism – are much more likely to go for
someone who won’t make the wrong sort of headlines. Pep Guardiola or Jurgen Klopp would be
tailor-made the club. But Arsenal sprung a surprise when they appointed Wenger in 1996 and
they could do it again when Wenger finally moves
upstairs.
Where there could be movement over the next few
months is in Manchester. Manuel Pellegrini is an
early Champions League exit away from a discreet taxi and if that happens, City will think big.
If Mourinho was to leave Chelsea, you can certainly imagine City being a possible destination.
City may also think about luring Ancelotti back
into the game.

And what if the reign of Louis van Gaal comes to
an end this season? It hasn’t been an easy marriage over in Salford, largely due to LVG’s uncomfortable persona. You sense that United’s men
upstairs are not 100% enamoured with the Dutchman and with the anvil that is expectation at Old
Trafford, can you envisage the relationship going
beyond its current term? For all the talk of Ryan
Giggs, it’s not unreasonable to suggest that Guardiola will set up shop at United in the near future.

The obvious choice, if Chelsea want to look outside the usual front-runners, is Atletico Madrid’s
Diego Simeone. He would be “Mourinho-lite”,
hungry and tactically savvy. Not for nothing did
he describe his playing style as “holding the knife
between his teeth”. Simeone would not fit the bill
at Arsenal or United, but as with Mourinho, Chelsea or City would be a happy union. What’s more,
the fans would love him.
Simeone’s credentials since he’s been at Atletico
Madrid are impressive. He’s won La Liga, the
Copa del Rey, the Europa League and has been
runner-up in the UEFA Champions League. For
any team other than Barca and Real to win La
Liga is an enormous achievement and he’s kept
the momentum going to some extent.

Tottenham are not quite in the same league, and
neither is Frank de Boer in the same quartile as
Mourinho and Guardiola. If the apparently itchy
feet of Ajax’s coach point towards North London,
he could be just the man should White Hart Lane
dispense with yet another manager. Laurent Blanc
of Paris St. German could also be compatible with
a dugout off the Seven Sisters Road.

Of course, a few good results here and there and
all will be forgotten, but the past decade indicates
that the top six clubs in the Premier, with the exception of Arsenal and, until Ferguson, Manchester United, do not give their managers long to get
it right. United are on their second boss since Ferguson, Liverpool’s last manager was appointed in
2012, Pellegrini has been in office since 2012,
Mourinho’s been at Chelsea since 2013 and Tottenham installed Pochettino in 2014. Change is
coming…

So that leaves Chelsea and possible replacements
should the public “vote of confidence” prove to be
as flimsy as it has been in the past. If Abramovich
was brave, he would look at people like Sevilla’s
Unai Emery or Shakhtar Donetsk’s Mircea
Lucescu (admittedly at the veteran stage of his career), or even River Plate’s Marcelo Gallardo, but
he’s been down that boulevard before and its full
of broken dreams (AVB).
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On the back of Bale

Let’s get one thing straight. This is not the first
time Wales have qualified for the latter stages of
a major tournament since 1958. This is, however, the first time Wales have made it through to
a “finals” since the World Cup in Sweden. Everyone seems to have forgotten 1976, when Wales
reached the last eight of the European Championship, losing out to a fine Yugoslavia team.
Of course, it suits the media to make grand statements about Wales’ feat – 57 years is a much better headline than 39, and further underlines the

six games and had players like Leighton James,
Brian Flynn, John Toshack, John Mahoney and
Terry Yorath in their line-up. They also had Arfon
Griffiths, who at 34 years of age, scored the goal
that sent Wales through – the winner against Austria. Wales won in the famous Nep stadium in
their 1976 campaign. In today’s qualifiers, you get
grouped with an assortment of teams that would
struggle to get out of England’s Championship or
League One. Wales finished second to Belgium,
but the rest of the group doesn’t exactly read like
a who’s who of international football in 2015 –
Bosnia, Cyprus, Israel and Andorra. The same

Everyone seems to have forgotten 1976
achievement of Chris Coleman and his team. Arguably, 1976 was much more noteworthy. Harsh
assessment, perhaps, especially as the bars and
pubs of Cardiff are probably packed with people
enjoying the moment right now. But in this European Championship, of all European Championships, you need to be inept – or indeed, the underperforming Netherlands – not to gain access to the
24-team finals.
That’s not to say Wales have not excelled, because they have, but in 1976, the Welsh came top
of a four-team group that included Hungary and
Austria, who were both decent and heading for
World Cup 1978 two years later. And oh yes,
there was Luxembourg. Wales won five of their

could be concluded about England’s group –
that’s the nature of international football these
days.
Back to 1976, though. England had started well
under Don Revie, beating eventual European
champions Czechoslavakia. Draws against Portugal cost them dear, but it was a 2-1 defeat in Bratislava that lost the group. Scotland and Northern
Ireland came in behind Spain and Yugoslavia respectively. Wales were Britain’s only representative in the quarter finals, but Yugoslavia were
highly-ranked after a respectable showing in the
1974 World Cup.

The first leg was played in Zagreb and Wales, for
all their industry, were beaten 2-0. The second leg,
in Cardiff, saw Yugoslavia go ahead from the penalty spot through Josep Katalinski. This virtually
killed the tie. Wales came back, urged on by
30,000 people, and Ian Evans of Crystal Palace
scored to make it 1-1.

done it with a team that, minus his contribution,
would struggle to make much of an impact.
Is that being unkind? Maybe, but it is also high
praise for what Wales have achieved. For example, goalkeeper Wayne Hennessey, cousin of former Nottingham Forest and Derby defender Terry,
has played just six times in the Premier, but he’s
won 50-odd caps. And he’s 28. Aside from skipper Ashley Williams, who has played almost 300
times for Swansea, and Aaron Ramsey, who many
hoped would develop into the sort of player Bale
is, most of the squad has played below the spotlight.

In a frantic, and frequently bad tempered second
half, Toshack had a diving header ruled-out and
Yorath missed a penalty. It was a brave effort, but
Yugoslavia had too much class, and luck, for the
Welsh.
So often Wales have been cast as gallant losers
and also-rans, and not even Ryan Giggs could
change their luck.

Wales have punched above their weight and they
could still achieve more. Look at Northern Ireland
in 1982 and to some extent, although they had a
greater depth of talent, the Republic of Ireland under Jack Charlton. Just mention Greece 2004 and
you know that teams with limited resources can
create a tale of the unexpected.

Wales only lost one game in their Euro 2016 campaign and that was against Bosnia & Herzegovina,
a result that proved meaningless given they also
qualified in that game.

Nobody foresees Wales making a huge impact in
France, but then again, did anyone anticipate the
Welsh Dragon would be unfurled at the 2016 finals? Bale will be looking to shine in France – it
may be a shop window for his next move.

But what of Wales and their happy band? Gareth
Bale is undoubtedly one of the world’s most highprofile players right now, and it is not unkind to
say that Wales would not be getting out their
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Bale now has the look of a European
galactico

French phrase books without the former Tottenham man. His record speaks for itself – 50-plus
caps, 19 goals. And of those 19 goals, 15 have
helped Wales win matches. It’s almost the type of
scenario that prevailed for so long when a fellow
Welshman, Ian Rush, scored for Liverpool. Creating that sort of record with a country like Wales is
significant
Bale has certainly moved from being a quietlyspoken Welsh lad with a huge, Arsenal-type hair
piece to cutting the look of a European galactico,
with his tied-back hair and “hey, I’m chilled and a
day away from a shave” image.
He has managed to achieve what George Best and
Ryan Giggs could never do – make Northern Ireland and Wales into contenders. And Bale has
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